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Abstract 
 

The Urak Lawoi fishing community on Lipe Island, Andaman Sea in Southern Thailand 

have faced challenges in the transition of livelihood patterns as well as from other changes due to the 

rapid development of the tourism sector on the island. This study aimed to investigate the transitions 

at the island and the changes to the Urak Lawoi community by employing a qualitative approach. 

Data collection was designed to analyze level and patterns of livelihood transitions and changes to 

the Urak Lawoi using field observation, interviews, and structured questionnaires. A total of 128 

Urak Lawoi households were approached and engaged in formal interviews. Data obtained were 

analysed using descriptive statistics. Historical evidence revealed that the Urak Lawoi were the first 

inhabitants of the Lipe Island located just on the Thai side of the national border between Thailand 

and Malaysia. Looking back, there are four main periods affecting the lives and livelihood of the 

Urak Lawoi on the island; 1) first actual settlement of the Urak Lawoi on the island (at around 1897); 

2) changes in social structure and decentralization that emerged in the period after the second World 

War; 3) intensive tourism on the island that followed major tourist promotions in the early 2000’s; 

and 4) present stage with increased competition over resources and space. Tourism development 

impacted in many ways on livelihood of the Urak Lawoi. Some impacts are more visible while other 

impacts are more difficult to distinguish. Among the obvious negative impacts there were an increase 

in sewage accumulation, poor relationship with park officials, and drug addiction among youths.  

Impacts defined as positive included improved convenience of travel to the mainland, increases in 

income and (material) benefits, and more occupation opportunities in tourism-related enterprises. 
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1. Background 
 

Lipe island is one of the islands under jurisdiction of Tarutao National Park (Marine Protected 

Area: MPA). It has been defined as small-island and it differs physically, demographically and 

economically from the mainland (Pelling and Utto, 2001) of Thailand. There are indigenous locals or 

sea gypsies called Urak Lawoi who inhabit on this island for more than a hundred year. It was noted 

that the Urak Lawoi are fishermen by birth who have their own identity, tradition, culture and 

livelihood. Their knowledge of the sea enables them to live off its fauna and flora by using simple 

tools such as net and spears to forage for food (Wongbusarakum, 2002). Since the increasing number 

of tourists in Lipe island has become a main reason that causes the changes during the past few years. 

When tourism is promoted, there observed remarkable notion that no illegal fishing activities by local 

fishermen have been reported (Prapruit, 2012). However the changes have caused both physical and 

human driving forces that have impacts on the island. Obviously, the Urak Lawoi attempt to cope 

with the livelihood vulnerability and its consequences by applying their indigenous knowledge as a 

flexible and adaptive way to provide a cushion the changes. 

 Expressing concerns, this project inquires on how promoting tourism can conserve the fishery 

habitats around Lipe island. The Urak Lawoi who were trained to be tourist guides are expected to 

provided extensive knowledge on the importance of the habitats. Their indigenous knowledge should 

be systematical documented and promoted as the Local Ecological Knowledge which made them 

appreciate better, compared with other groups of people, the ecology (Davis and Wagner, 2003 and 

Evans, 2010) of the island and the surrounding marine ecosystems as they are crucial to their 

livelihoods. The objectives of the project in this year are 

(1) to investigate economic aspects of tourism on the management of marine protected 

areas 

(2) to analyze factors affecting the social changes of Urak Lawoi people, its baseline 

social changes and resilience, and 

(3) to synthesis the local ecological knowledge of small-island management 

 

The further objective that this project propose for next phase is to document local responses to 

impacts of climate changes 

 

2. Introduction 
 

Lipe or Pulaw Nipih is a small island in a group of islands in the Adang Archipelago, Andaman 

Sea, 62 kms off the south-western coast of Thailand (Wongbusarakum, 2007; Granbom, 2005). It 

situates between Latitude 6˚ 28΄ – 6˚ 35΄ North and Longitude 99˚ 09΄ – 99˚ 21΄ East, about 50 kms 
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from Langawi island of Malaysia. The island is in closer proximity of Malaysia (Langawi island) than 

the main land of Thailand as shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 - Lipe Island and Tarutao National Marine Park 

Administratively Lipe Island is a village within the jurisdiction of Ko-Sarai Sub-district, Muang 

district, Satun Province. Lipe Island and other 51 islands have been included in the Tarutao National 

Marine Park, the first marine park in Thailand, in 1974. This marine park covers the area of 1490 

square kilometers and has two main groups of islands, namely Tarutao group and Adang-Rawi group 

where Lipe is a member. 

 Lipe Island has been home of approximately 1,000 people of the Southeast Asian minority 

group, Urak Lawoi. They are sea nomads by their traditional ways of livelihoods, which include other 

two groups, Mokan who are largely inhabitants on Surin Island, Phang-nga Province and Moklen 

along the coastal of Phang-nga and Phuket Provinces (Paladej, 2009). There was an evidence of 

border demarcation witnessing the existence of Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island in 1897 (about 120 years 

ago). The Urak Lawoi is known for their livelihoods tightly connected with the coast and sea. They 

are sometimes called Chao Lay (sea people) or Sea Gypsy because of their sea-related ways of life.  

The inclusion of Lipe Island as a part of the Tarutao National Marine Park has tremendously 

affected the livelihoods of these Ural Lawoi requiring them to adjust their mobility to become fixed in 

line with the marine park’s rules and regulations. In addition, the Unseen Thailand campaign of the 

Tourism Authority of Thailand promoted tourists into the island generating income and employment 

opportunities, modernization and other positive and negative consequences (Prapruit, 2013). Hotels, 

resorts, home-stays, restaurants and other tourism-related infrastructures sprung up on the island 

adding significant socio-economic changes to the Urak Lawoi’s traditional lifestyles (Granbom, 

2005). Land disputes, freshwater scarcity and its uneven distribution, narcotic issues and cultural 

confusion have become increasingly serious and more difficult to deal with by the Ural Lawoi. Their 
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land and cultural ownerships and their bargaining power as the initial inhabitants of this island has 

substantially subsided.  

Despite the tourism campaign, only 33 percent of Thai visitors to the Adang Archipelago were 

aware of the Urak Lawoi’s existence, and nearly half of them learned only after arriving that the Urak 

Lawoi have their own language and cultures (Wongbusarakum, 2007). The unique island landscapes, 

turquoise sea,  white sand, coral reefs, beaches and Urak Lawoi cultures have been main attractions 

drawing foreign and Thai tourists alike to visit the islands.  Fisheries which were the traditional 

lifeline of the Urak Lawoi has become less prominent. It presently plays roles in supplementing an 

increasing tourism industry as food and tourist activity. 

Because of rapid pace of fishery resources depletion and massive tourism development in the 

era of modernization and globalization, driven by market economy, this project was initiated. It is 

believed that local empowerment emphasizing on indigenous knowledge is a key factor for effective 

small island management (Davis and Wagner, 2003; Evans, 2010). Basic physical study has been 

conducted by several individuals and institutions. There is, however, limited documentation on socio-

economic study especially technical guideline for the socio-economic survey that enables individuals 

and concerned institution to utilize as an approach to formulate at plans and policy to effectively 

manage the small island such as Lipe and other islands of similarity. 

Urak Lawoi community history includes past significant events, social structure; land 

ownership; economic activities and activities related with stakeholders and institutions, and external 

influences; fishing and tourism resources; and cultures and livelihoods. Community’s leader interview 

is shown in Figure 2 and the result as shown in Table 1. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Community’s Leader Interview 
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Table 1  -  Historical Timeline of Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island 

Issue Before community 

settlement (1897-

1939 

Socio-econo0mic structural 

adjustment (1947-1967) 

Early tourism period (1972-

1986) 

Tourism period (1987-2014) 

Significant 

events 

 IIWW 

 To Kiri entering 

the Lipe island 

To Kiri deceased  

Tao Kae and middlemen 

were present on the island 

HRH Princess Mother 

visited the island 

Notification of Tarutao National 

Marine Park 

Urak Lawoi entered into tourism 

industry 

Social 

structure 

 

Urak Lawoi 

established their 

community 

Simple wooden 

houses 

Big clan family 

Animism 

Entering Tao Kae fishery 

system 

Entering loan system 

Externally influenced 

housing styles 

No public electricity Electricity 

was generated using battery 

charged at Tao Kae’s house 

More nuclear families  

First resort constructed 

First opening of tourist boat 

operation 

First public generator 

Road construction and 

telecommunication transmitting pole 

Phone antenna 

Public water supply 

Walking streets and shops  

Land 

ownership 

 

Houses with 

backyard 

No land ownership 

Urak Lawoi demarcated 

their own land 

Land-use servey 

Issuing of Sor Kor 1 (Land 

tenure 1) 

Issuing land deed by Kamnan 

Jong (Head of village) 

Issuing of land deed 

Court order for land rights tenure 

Land encroachment problem 

started 

Economic 

activity 

Subsistent fisheries 

capture 

Early subsistent 

agriculture 

Beginning of commercial 

fisheries 

 ======(+)========== 

 

Commercial fisheries 

==========(++)======= 

Beginning of Tao Kae 

fisheries system  

 =======(+++)===== ========(++)======= 

   Subsistent poultry raising (its 

feather for fish lure) 

Resort business began (+) 

Tourism Development (+++) 

Activity 

related with 

institutions 

Communication 

with outsiders by way 

to commodity 

exchange and visiting 

relations, using Urak 

Lawoi language as a 

mean of 

communication 

Issuing house registration 

and identification card 

Urak Lawoi were formally 

resisted as Buddhists, Thai 

citizens and nationality 

 

School and public health 

office were constructed 

 

Establishment of Tarutao 

National Marine Park 

Department of Forestry 

conducted surveys of Tarutao 

island and announced it as 

National Marine Park  

Department of Fishery settled 

fisheries conservation unit on the 

island 

Setting up solar cell panel by 

government offices 

Marine patrol police unit is set 

Establishment of long tail boat 

association 

Issuing identification card to left-

out Urak Lawoi 

Relation-

ship with 

outside 

world 

Communica-tion 

with outsiders by way 

to commodity 

exchange and visiting 

relatives, using Urak 

Lawoi language as a 

mean of 

communication  

Tao Kae acted as mediator 

with outsiders 

Using Urak Lawoi as clan 

language 

Using southern Thai 

dialect and central language 

Positive relationship with 

the government 

Using Thai language instead of 

Urak Lawoi  

Promotion of English language 

for tourists 

Negative reactions with 

Tarutao National Marine Park 

Using Thai language instead of 

Urak Lawoi  

Promotion of English language for 

tourists 

Negative reactions with Tarutao 

National Marine Park 

Capture 

fishing 

methods 

Digging out sea 

cucumber 

======(++)======= 

 

====(+) (illegal)==== ====(+) (illegal)==== 

Capture 

fishing 

Spearing sea turtle ======(++)======= =====(+) ( illegal )===  
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Issue Before community 

settlement (1897-

1939 

Socio-econo0mic structural 

adjustment (1947-1967) 

Early tourism period (1972-

1986) 

Tourism period (1987-2014) 

methods 

 

 

Hooking using bait ======(+++)====== 

 

=======(+++)====== =======(++)====== 

Diving to collect 

shell fish using hand 

and metal tool 

======(+++)====== =======(+++)====== =======(++)====== 

Hand harvest of 

shellfish lured by 

bamboo sitting cage 

during low tide 

======(+++)====== =====(+++)======== =======(+)======= 

- 
Using poison 

Dynamite fishing 
- - 

 - Collecting sea fan ====(+++) (illegal)==== ====(+) (illegal)==== 

 - - Ratten fish trap and net =======(+)======= 

 - - Floating net using light lure =======(++)====== 

 - - Mullet floating net =======(+)======= 

 
- - 

Hand picking sea cucumber 

(illegal) 

=======(+)======= 

Tourism No activity No activity Constructed of the first resort 

Arrival of tourists observing 

scenic beauty of the island 

 More resort and hotels 

constructed 

 Garbage accumulation problem 

Cultures 

and 

livelihoods 

Simple clothing 

Using plant to 

wash clothes 

Herbal medicine 

with witch doctor 

Invention of 

household tools and 

fishing gears from 

local materials 

Detergent was used 

Mortality rate reduced due 

to public health promotion 

Alcoholism and gambling 

became a problem 

More diverse cultures 

Homemade tools became less 

popular 

Establishment of Tarutal 

National Marine Park affected 

livelihoods of Urak Lawoi 

- 

 

Lipe Island has been developed in terms of infrastructures and accommodation facilities. 

There are vast varieties of resorts, hotels and home-stays to support the island’s tourism industry. The 

consequences from this development have made land disputes more serious between business people 

and Urak Lawoi, marine park authority and Urak Lawoi, and business people and marine park 

authority. The land dispute issues includes innocent agreements about land deals between Urak Lawoi 

and business people, overlapping ownerships of lands, and an announcement by the government 

authority to claim Lipe Island as a conservation area. The lifestyles and livelihoods of the Urak Lawoi 

are altered and adapted to fit with these changes. 
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3. Present Lifestyles and Livelihoods of Urak Lawoi 

3.1 Lifestyles and Livelihoods 

There is a unique livelihood of the Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island. By examining their houses, 

diseases and health care, local beliefs, and some traditional livelihood indicators can be revealed. 

1) Houses and their daily living. As shown in Figure 3, there are houses of various types such 

as traditional Ural Lawoi houses, wooden houses with tin or concrete roof, bungalow with semi 

concrete and wooden house, concrete bungalow, two stories house and government designed teacher’s 

house (Figure 4).  

  

Traditional Urak Lawoi Houses 

 
 

Wooden house with concrete sheet roof Half lifted wooden house 

 
 

One-story semi-concrete and wooden house Two-story semi-concrete and wooden house 

Figure 3 - Various Types of Ural Lawoi Houses on Lipe Island 
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Figure 4 - Houses and Daily Living Around the Houses 

2) Diseases and health care. Most frequently found diseases on the island are diseases related 

with digestion such as diarrhea, skin diseases, and fever. There has been no record of sexually 

transmitted diseases and AIDS, but there were rumours about it. Primary Health Unit on the island, 

hospitals on the mainland, private clinic, self-healing and Urak Lawoi healers are major health 

consultation of the Urak Lawoi.  

3) Local beliefs and tradition. Most of the Urak Lawoi are believers of their ancient tradition 

and values. Their animistic behaviors are inherited through generations and their tradition of 

ceremonial boats is still maintained. Unfortunately, there are less attended ceremonies such as 

Tulabala (eradication of bad faiths), Yapunyu (sea turtle worships), and Yalawoi (sea and ocean 

worships) ceremonies. These ceremonies can be means for sea and ocean conservation (Figure 5).  

  

  

Figure 5 -  Ceremonial Boats Function attended by most of Urak Lawai 
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 Livelihoods of the Urak Lawoi have gone through changes in three distinct periods namely, 

(1) First settlement on Lipe Island, (2) Changes in social structure and decentralization, and (3) 

Tourism boom on Lipe Island. These periods of changes can be analyzed focusing on visible and 

important aspects such as community cohesion, livelihoods, daily life, health and sanitation, and 

beliefs, traditions and ceremonies. The result from the analysis is shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 - Visible and Important Aspect of Urak Lawoi 

Period and 

Aspects 

First settlement on Lipe Island 

(around or before 1897) 
Changes in social structure and 

Thai decentralization (add dates) 

Intensive tourism growing on Lipe 

Island (add dates) 

 

Community 

cohesion 

There were small scale fishing 

communities scattered along 

beaches and bays. The Urak 

Lawoi built simple half lifted 

wooden houses using materials 

found on the island. 

The communities expanded in 

response to increasing population 

from natural growth and 

immigration of mainland Thais. 

There were presences of Tao Kae 

or trade middlemen and 

government officials working in 

the communities. 

The communities further expanded 

comprising of 1) Mainland Thais 

working on the island, 2) 

foreigners forming business 

partnerships with the Urak Lawoi 

or assistants to work with free 

lodging and food or into marriage 

with the Urak Lawoi, and 3) 

foreign laborers especially 

Myanmese nationals to work in 

resorts and hotels. 

Livelihoods 

Urak Lawoi family engaged in 

subsistent fisheries using simple 

fishing gears. Their indigenous 

fishing techniques were important 

for their livelihoods. Main fishing 

gears were throwing spear, and 

line and hook. Apart from fishing 

activities, they grew rice and 

coconut primarily for household 

consumption. 

Capture fisheries remained to be 

an important source of Urak 

Lawoi’s livelihoods. Indigenous 

fishing techniques were still in 

use for some Urak Lawoi 

households, while commercial 

fisheries emerged alongside with 

it. Tao Kae system entered into 

the island which promoting the 

use of modern fishing gears. The 

Urak Lawoi started using large 

sitting cage, dynamite and net as 

their fishing gears. 

Capture fisheries continued to be 

the lifeline of Urak Lawoi, more 

as their permanent custom. They 

spent more time on other activities 

related with tourism either as; (1)  

their own business, (2) employees 

in others’ business, or (3) leased 

out their premises for resorts and 

hotels, and tourists’ related 

business. They gained higher 

income from these deals than from 

fisheries. 

Daily life 

Urak Lawoi occupied themselves 

with all year round fisheries. 

During summer, they worked on 

“Bakat” fisheries for as low as 2-

3 days or many months. Their 

daily life was to seek food from 

the sea, needed materials from 

natural surroundings. Simple 

seafood processing was used such 

as salt based pickled and grill. 

Their basic handicrafts were floor 

mat and various shapes of 

baskets. 

Simple daily life still existed 

based on assigned roles and 

duties. Urak Lawoi men set out 

for fishing while women did 

household chores. Children age 

between 8-15 yrs. attended 

school. Many Urak Lawoi 

households were employed by 

Tao Kae, some took loans from 

Tao Kae to buy motorized fishing 

boats. When market system 

entered into the island, Urak 

Lawoi men started to addict to 

alcohol, and card games became 

popular among both men and 

women. 

Urak Lawoi women worked at 

least two shifts as housewives and 

resort maids, while men worked as 

tourist boat operators during 

tourist season. Urak Lawoi men 

turned to capture fisheries after the 

end of tourist season. Alcohol was 

still popular activity after work 

among men, while women played 

cards and lottery. Urak Lawoi 

children played sports or local 

game. For elders, then helped in 

taking care of children or 

employed in odd jobs such as 

grass cutting or vegetable sale. 
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Period and 

Aspects 

First settlement on Lipe Island 

(around or before 1897) 
Changes in social structure and 

Thai decentralization (add dates) 

Intensive tourism growing on Lipe 

Island (add dates) 

 

Health and 

sanitation 

Water was collected from 

underground wells, waterfalls or 

creeks for household 

consumption. Open-air toilet on 

the beaches was a normal 

practice. When got sick, Urak 

Lawoi utilized naturally found 

herbs and sea creatures as healers. 

Magic or magic with herbs were 

their choices of medication. 

Although Public Health Office 

was established on the island, 

Urak Lawoi were still attached to 

their ancient healers. Modern 

medicine started to become a 

parallel medication. But their 

toilet was still open air on 

submerge beaches and forest. 

Their house and yard were kept 

tidy and clean. Water was draw 

from underground wells for 

household uses, but for 

consumption they used water 

from creeks or waterfalls on 

Adang and Rawi islands. 

Public water and underground 

water were used for washing. 

Proper toilets were built inside or 

outside the houses. Local 

administrative organization 

provided garbage bins around the 

community. Urak Lawoi utilized 

more services from Public Health 

Office, except for child delivery 

they still preferred Urak Lawoi 

midwife (Moh Tum Yae – Ms 

Ropiah Harn thalae and Ms Suisin 

Harnthalae) 

Beliefs, 

traditions and 

ceremonies 

Urak Lawoi did not have a formal 

religion. They believed in 

animism, worshipping ghosts and 

ancestor spirits. Their traditions 

were: 

- Ceremonial boat tradition. It 

was a bi-annual ceremony 

on the full moon nights of 

the sixth and eleventh 

months. 

- Yapinyu tradition. It was the 

tradition to worship sea 

turtle on the full moon 

nights of the fifth and 

eleventh months. The 

purpose of this ceremony 

was to encourage sea turtles 

to lay their eggs. 

- Puya Lawoi tradition. It 

aimed at worshiping the sea 

on the full moon night of the 

eleventh month. It 

encouraged all aquatic 

animals to lay eggs along 

the island coast so that the 

Urak Lawoi was guaranteed 

abundant seafood. 

- Tulabala tradition. This 

tradition was aimed at 

eradicating bad spells at 

times when there was a wide 

spread of diseases. 

 

In addition to these traditions, 

there were other supernatural 

beliefs such as love portion, 

sacred spells for healing, good 

luck timing and other spells for 

many purposes such as boat 

worship, presence in the kitchen 

while cooking, no play on the 

beach during some certain night 

(Khuen 11-12 Khum).  

There continued the beliefs of 

ghosts and ancestor spirits, 

traditions and ceremonies that 

had been practiced through 

generations. The Thai 

government attempted to issue 

Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island as 

Buddhists by promoting Buddhist 

practices and chants in school and 

public work during Buddhist 

holidays. The late Queen mother 

visited the Lipe Island on 

February 13, 1967. She brought 

with her Buddha image and 

Buddhist books to be kept in the 

school. Therefore Buddhism was 

commenced and established on 

the island. Mainstream Thai and 

government-promoted cultures 

were rooted in the community 

such as National Children Day, 

Loy Krathong Day. Some Urak 

Lawoi tradition such as Yapinyu 

tradition was given up or became 

less prominent, while the Puya 

Lawoi tradition was annexed with 

the ceremonial boat tradition. Loy 

Krathong is a tradition difference 

from the Puya Lawoi as it is part 

of animism.  

There was an evidence that the 

beliefs of ghosts and ancestor 

spirits, traditions and ceremonies 

that had been practiced through 

generations continued to co-exist 

in this period, but to the lesser 

extents. The most pertinent 

tradition was the ceremonial boat, 

while the Yapinyu, Puya Lawoi 

and Tulabala traditions ended to 

exist. 

There were alterations in the 

ceremonial boat tradition from 

using oarmen’s operating boats to 

motorized boats. The main 

purpose of the tradition was to 

worship Urak Lawoi ancestors and 

obtain blessings for successful 

fisheries. During this period when 

tourism industry was heavily 

promoted, some obstruction to the 

tradition frequently occurred due 

to late arrival of some important 

persons from outside the 

community. There were additional 

activities such as football game as 

part of the tradition, prompting 

older Urak Lawoi to worry if the 

ancient practices would be 

distorted and misinterpreted by the 

younger Urak Lawoi. 
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3.2 Livelihoods during Intensive Tourism Development 

It can be observed from the community history that tourism has been an important factor 

altering the livelihoods of the Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island. Tourism on Lipe Island initially operated in 

1984 when there was a construction of seven resorts with an objective to serve government officials 

on duty visit to the island, especially those from the marine park office. This was due to the fact that 

Lipe Island is far from the mainland and there was not possible to take a return trip in one day. There 

were two resorts aiming at tourists in 1995, namely Lipe Resort and Andaman Resort. When more 

tourists arrived, infrastructure particularly road construction was developed. In 1997 motorcycles 

were used extensively on the island, and tourism operators on the mainland included Lipe Island as a 

new tourist destination.  These resulted in leaping development of tourism on Lipe Island in terms of 

number to tourist arrivals and income. Satun Province Tourism and Sport Office (2013) reported 

these figures of tourist arrivals and income during the period from 2001 to 2011 as shown in Figures 

6-9. 

 

 

 

Figure 6  -  Number of Tourist Arrivals on Lipe Island during 2001 – 2011 
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Figure 7 - Income from Tourism on Lipe Island during 2001-2011 

 

Figure 8 - Average Number of Days a Tourist Stays on Lipe Island during 2001-2011 
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Figure 9 - Average Daily Expenditure of Tourist on Lipe Island during 2001-2011 

Source: Figure 6-9 Adapted from Satun Province Tourism and Sport Office, 2013 

Note: Calculated based on 65 percent of tourist arrivals in Satun province 

 

During the intensive tourism development on the Lipe Island, there were two major natural 

disasters in the Andaman Sea. The first one was El Nino phenomenon in 1997 and the second one 

was earthquake near Sumatra Island in Indonesia and its following tsunami in 2004. Both had notable 

impacts on Lipe Island. 

At present there is an intensive infrastructure and tourism facility development on the island 

affecting traditional livelihoods of the Urak Lawoi. There were seven events that had significant 

impacts on the overall Lipe Island ‘s development direction, namely (1) the construction of the first 

tourist resort, (2) the first electricity generator, (3) the infrastructure development, (4) tsunami in the 

Andaman sea, (5) the installing of telecommunication poles, (6) land sale to real estate developers, 

and (7) Losing of access to the beach. (Figure 10) 
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Figure 10 - Important Events during the Intensive Tourism Development 

 

 The livelihoods of Urak Lawoi during the intensive tourism development summarized in 

Table 2, can be described in further details as follow: 

 

1) Urak Lawoi community continues to expand in terms of population and houses. There are 

groups of immigrants in to the island, (1) Thais from mainland. They temporarily move in to operate 

tourism businesses during tourist season and to permanently settle themselves on the island, (2) 

western foreigners (EU/US). They stay on the island the whole year to do joint businesses with the 

Urak Lawoi such as restaurants, resorts and hotels, and other tourist-related businesses. They may 

offer their assistance to obtain free food and lodging, some marry to the Urak Lawoi and build their 

families on the island, and (3) foreign laborers. They are mainly Myanmese nationals. They work as 

resort and hotel employees. Some parts of the island are dedicated to government offices such as 

Department of Fisheries, Marine park office, Royal Navy office and local police office.  

There are 39 Urak Lawoi households who refuse to get involve in tourism businesses. Some 

of them have relocated themselves to Taloh Puya Bay on the adjacent Adang Island, some remain on 

the Lipe Island. They lead their traditional ways of livelihoods to only capture fisheries. 

House has been modernly redesigned to be closely resembled with those on the mainland. 

Two types of house design on Lipe Island are semi-lifted and non-lifted floors. Both types are 

designed to have separate bedrooms, living room and kitchen similar to those on the mainland. There 

are imported furniture and equipment from mainland to make the house more comfortable. These 

changes in house designs are visible with the consequences of waste management needed on the 

island starting in 2008 until the present (2014). 
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Five original Urak Lawoi communities still remain on the island, namely Tu Poh, Padak, 

Seekheng, U-sen and Taya, but their territories have been  losing access to the beach and fresh water. 

Since 2008 there has been land encroachment and wide-spread sale on the island, resulting in serious 

land disputes and land rights violation. 

 

2) Livelihoods. Capture fisheries is still an attached way of livelihoods for the Urak Lawoi, 

but it is allocated less time and efforts because of labor requirements from the tourism industry. The 

Urak Lawoi have entered in the tourism business in forms of (1) their own businesses, e.g., lodging, 

procurement of long-tailed boats and restaurants, (2) employees in the others’ business, e.g., resorts 

and hotels, restaurant, traditional Thai massage and private house maids, and (3) leasers of their land 

to others to build resorts and hotels, or other tourist related businesses. The returns from the above 

business are higher that from traditional capture fisheries.  

Traditionally the Urak Lawoi harvested sea urchins, grill-dried them and sold them to Tao 

Kae, who later exported the dried sea urchin to Langawi Island in Malaysia. The return was as high as 

800 baht per kilogram. The government imposed restriction on sea urchin harvest in 2011 and there 

has been no illegal fishing of the sea urchin since then. 

For the Tao Kae system, there has an addition of Tao Kae in tourism businesses, and also an 

alteration from Tao Kae in fisheries to Tao Kae in tourism businesses. Similarly with fishing boats 

that have been change from paddle to motorized boats. 

Arable agriculture on the island was ceased as the land was too valuable to do subsistence 

agriculture. There remain backyard garden with free ranching chickens and ducks. Vegetables, fruit 

and meats (except seafood) have been imported from the mainland. New occupations sprung up as a 

result from tourism such as long-tailed boat operators, wage laborers, house maids, restaurant 

assistants, merchants, barbers and repair men. The Urak Lawoi’s indigenous knowledge was not 

properly transferred as the children attended formal school that offered mainly standard knowledge. 

They led their children’s childhood life similar to those in the city. The formal education leads to 

tradition value change which generally is a major development characteristics.  

 

3) Social structure and interaction. Urak Lawoi family has been change to more nucleus 

families. Family members were not as close as they used to be. Trust among members of the 

community was not common. Some Urak Lawoi stated that “At present the Urak Lawoi prefer to 

consult their problem with outsiders more than among themselves”.  There was a lack of community 

cohesion between formal community leaders and the Urak Lawoi, mainly from the disputes on land 

ownership. 

Cross marriages between the Urak Lawoi and outsiders increased, but they still chose to live 

in the community on the island. The island population therefore increased and became more multi-

cultural community (from the cross marriage and immigration). There were Thai-Buddhists, Thai-
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Muslims, tourists and workers from foreign countries residing and leading their lives on the island. 

These well mixed of races, occupation, country of origins and religion-oriented created a cauldron of 

cultures, beliefs and lifestyles. In addition, sea gypsy of Mogan clan also married with the Urak Lawoi 

and became closer clans. 

 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi and other groups are; 

3.1) Relationship with Tao Kae. The conventional relationship as reliable employer-employee 

still existed but less in its intensity as the Urak Lawoi started their trade logistic. Instead 

of selling their catch to local Tao Kae, they chose to transport it to outside Tao Kae 

directly, cutting short the market channel and increasing their returns.  

3.2) Relationship with government officials. The relationship changed form from personal 

contacts to more passive information receiving through media (radio and television). 

They were still afraid of direct contacts with officials. In 2009 many government offices 

created projects on Lipe Island. Satun Province Tourism and Sport Promotion Office 

conducted trainings on tourist assistance. Satun Natural Resources and Environment in 

cooperation with Royal Thai Navy and Department of Fisheries conducted a project to 

place buoys controlling oil leaks from fish meal factory ship that was capsized 14-15 

years ago. Her Royal Highness Princess Mahajakri Siridhorn inaugurated Lipe 

Traditional Fisheries Learning and Conservation Center on Lipe Island, which was 

supported by the Department of Fisheries, Chaipattana foundation and PTT Production 

and Exploration Co. Ltd. The center aimed to be a learning center on socio-economic and 

traditional livelihoods of Andaman Sea fisher folks so as to secured and sustainable 

develop them in line with the King’s initiatives on sufficiency economy philosophy. 

3.3) Relationship with foreigners. The Urak Lawoi have established a good relationship with 

visiting foreigners as some of them provided financial supports to the Urak Lawoi on 

court cases. 

It was noticeable that Public Heath Office on the Adang Island was the government 

representative that remained in close relationship with the Urak Lawoi. The health card required all 

Urak Lawoi to register their house registration numbers with the office, and the number increased 

when building a new house. Population census of the Urak Lawoi is the most accurate data available 

in the Public Health Office. 

 

4) Livelihoods and cultures. Livelihoods and culture of the Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island can be 

described as; 

4.1) Daily life. Urak Lawoi women performed not only household chores as housewives, but 

also took other occupation in tourism business as resort or hotel maids, chefs or assistant 

chefs, and waitresses. Urak Lawoi men worked as long tail boat operators and tourist 
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guides. After the tourist season, they returned back to fisheries. After work, Urak Lawoi 

men spent their leisure time drinking alcohol, while women enjoyed their card games or 

gambling on lottery which was issued four times a day. Urak Lawoi children played 

standard and local sports. Elders helped looking after young children at home, and 

sometimes worked as helping hands in their community for small returns such as cutting 

gardening, picking wild vegetables, etc.  

4.2) Costumes. Elderly or married Urak Lawoi women preferred to dress in their traditional 

costumes, i.e., high sarong to cover their breasts without blouses. For all Urak Lawoi 

men, they wore male sarong, loin clothes, fishermen’s trousers or half pants. They wore 

normally bare chest. Urak Lawoi of all genders and ages wore universal clothing like city 

people when leaving their houses. 

4.3) Food. Rice is their main dish. Dishes that go with rice are normally seafood based. 

Sometimes they have pork, chicken and vegetables bought from their local groceries. 

Apart from that they are also consumers of instant and semi-instant food such as canned 

fish, instant noodles, soft drink, etc. It is observed that the Urak Lawoi has changed their 

food consumption behaviors to buy food such as noodle soup, red pro rice, som tum and 

coffee from food stalls or restaurants, instead of cooking their own food. It is evidenced 

by an increasing number of these food stalls from previously there was only one noodle 

stall. 

4.4) Language. Urak Lawoi uses their own language to talk inside their own communities. 

Almost all Urak Lawoi age groups are also fluent and frequently using central Thai or 

southern dialects, with an exception of a few older Urak Lawoi. For Urak Lawoi who are 

married to mainland Thais, they prefer to teach their children central Thai language. 

These children are able to understand Urak Lawoi language but they are barely able to 

speak. In order to be able to communicate with foreign tourists, many Urak Lawoi take 

up English language and they are able to perform well, which is considered as a new 

progress for them.  

4.5) Health and Sanitation. Public water and underground water were used for washing. 

Proper toilets were built either inside or outside the houses. Local administrative 

organization provided garbage bins around the community. Urak Lawoi utilized more 

services from Public Health Office, except for child delivery they still preferred Urak 

Lawoi nurses (Moh Tum Yae – Ms Ropiah Harn thalae and Ms Suisin Harnthalae) 

4.6) Education. Urak Lawoi increasingly prefers to send their children to school. Ban Adang 

School gives more attentions to supplement English language to these Urak Lawoi 

children because of its being useful on the island’s tourism business. The school hires 

foreign English teachers, and there are researchers and foreign research students arriving 

on the island to conduct their research. Some foreign researchers offered to teach English 
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to these students. However, Urak Lawoi families prefer to send their children to schools 

on the mainland. 

4.7) Art. Local handicraft is an art form of Urak Lawoi such as rice pistil and mortar, broom 

stick, floor mat, baskets. They are quickly disappearing because of close substitutes can 

be easily and cheaply found from the mainland. Some kids of performing art such as 

Ramana drum and Rong-nagang dance are performed only during ceremonial boat 

festival. Urak Lawoi teenagers take more Thai and western music as their entertainment. 

4.8) Beliefs, traditions and ceremonies. There was an evidence that the beliefs of ghosts and 

ancestor spirits, traditions and ceremonies that had been practiced through generations 

continued to co-exist in this period, but  to the lesser extents and might eventually fade 

away.  The most pertinent tradition was the ceremonial boat, while the Yapinyu, Puya 

Lawoi and Tulabala traditions ended to exist. There were alterations in the ceremonial 

boat tradition from using oarmen’s operating boats to motorized boats. The main purpose 

of the tradition was to worship Urak Lawoi ancestors and obtain blessings for successful 

fisheries. During this period when tourism industry was heavily promoted, some 

obstruction to the traditions frequently occurred due to late arrival of some important 

persons from outside the community. There were additional activities such as football 

game as part of the tradition, prompting older Urak Lawoi to worry if the ancient 

practices would be distorted and misinterpreted by the younger Urak Lawoi. 

 

The livelihoods of the Urak Lawoi have changed from time to time depending on changes on 

the island. Houses that used to be built utilizing natural materials available on the island are now 

shifted to the use of bought materials from the mainland. Materials on the island need permits from 

the Marine Park authority. Architectural design of the Urak Lawoi houses remains traditional with 

slight alterations, for example house lifting or relocation of kitchen from inside to outside of the 

house. These houses are still built in cluster within the Urak Lawoi community. Houses scattered 

outside the community are dramatically changes from the traditional Urak Lawoi architecture to 

modern styles. Cement material is popular than wood because houses in this location are aimed to be 

used in line with requirements set by tourism businesses such as groceries and stalls. In each Urak 

Lawoi community, there is a public yard used for informal meeting. With regard to the belief in 

religion, some Urak Lawoi indicated their personal opinions that the Urak Lawoi do not place firm 

beliefs of any religions. They remained to lay their trust on departed ancestors or higher spirits. In a 

year they conduct ceremony twice to worship Urak Lawoi pioneers on the island, and to request 

apologies of wrong doing to the most important source of their livelihoods - the sea. These main 

ceremonies are also aimed to get rid of bad faiths that might happen to the Urak Lawoi and island 

residents. There are some entertainments added to these ceremonies resulting in both positive and 

negative consequences, but the primary purposes are still firmly attached to all. 
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3.3 Current Problem Issues on Lipe Island 

From observation of Urak Lawoi households, current problem issues of the Urak Lawoi are 

land disputes, congested community, confiscation of livelihoods rights to the sea, electricity scarcity, 

insufficient water supply, floods and lack of proper garbage management (Figure 11) 

  

  

  

Figure 11 - Current Problem Issues on Lipe Island 

The above-stated current problem issues, it is also observed that the more Lipe Island is 

developed, the more serious these problems are. There are two most pressing problems, garbage 

management and land disputes 

 

 

 2.3.1 Garbage management 
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From interviews with Satun Province Natural Resources and Environmental Office – Lipe 

Island branch, it was found that the office play important role in garbage management as shown in 

Figure 12 that its main responsibility is divided into two tasks, Natural Resources and Environment. 

Garbage and its management on Lipe Island is a task under waste management, while land and natural 

resource management task is under the Natural Resources. The accumulation of garbage is doubled 

during the past two years. Each day the island produces garbage approximately five tons. The increase 

in garbage is obviously the results from tourism businesses which have their limited or none garbage 

facility. There has been no office dealing directly with garbage management, so these tourism 

entrepreneurs have to pool money and offer to the care takers of the electricity generator to manage 

their garbage. The garbage is collected and sorted at the electricity generator’s back yard as shown in 

Figure 13. 

 

Figure 12 - Roles and Responsibility of the Satun Natural Resources 

 

 

Figure 13 - Garbage management process on Lipe Island  
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The Satun Province Natural Resources and Environment Office has provided tourism 

businesses to manage garbage, i.e., sorting for recycle, making organic compost, and compressing and 

resizing garbage before transporting to the mainland. Non-recycle and toxic garbage are buried in 

Tambon Kampaeng municipality, La-nhu district, Satun province. 

The trend of quantity and problem relating with garbage is increasing, and the management 

has been based on convenience rather on proper management process. There should be an education 

program to teach people living or visiting Lipe Island to manage garbage along the garbage 

production chain. It was found that currently the garbage management was focused on final product of 

garbage, not on the process that the garbage was created. There was budget allocation from the 

province to facilitate boats for garbage transportation to mainland, and there were projects to generate 

participation using the electricity generator office as a center. 47.57 % of the garbage has been 

managed from island. 

 

3.3.2 Land dispute problem. 

Land dispute is the most serious problem on Lipe Island. Land dispute issues include Urak 

Lawoi’s land being confiscated by local mafia, the announcement of conservation area by the T…., 

and an encroachment of land made by business people. This land problem has been substantially 

worsened. Current development is described as follows.  

- In May 2014, many Urak Lawoi received notices that they must disassemble their houses 

because they were built on other people’s legal land. If they did not disassemble and move out of the 

land, they would have to go through a legal process. But the fact that the land claimants never showed 

any legal land ownership documents. There was also a legal claim of forest area, and requested the 

current users to move out. The Urak Lawoi are the most affected as they have been forced to move 

out from the flat plain close to the beach and sea, to further up on higher grounds. Their community 

becomes congested, some were deceived to sell land, some were paid to disassemble their house, 

some were instantly forced to relocate as the surrounding areas were tourism businesses. The last 

frontier of these unfortunate Urak Lwoi is some small pieces of land adjacent to the forest, and now is 

being claimed. It is obvious as shown in Figure 14 that the traditional Urak Lawoi land is getting 

smaller. 
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Figure 14 - Traditional Urak Lawoi Community Boundary 

 

- In the following months, some Urak Lawoi were threatened because they did not agree to 

move out or selling the land. Military personnel’s intervened and created a dialogue, and during this 

period import of construction machinery and land improvement projects were prohibited. Urak Lawoi 

and other residents on the island confirmed that land sale had not been done in line with proper legal 

process. There were plenty of fake land rights documents  

- Access to the sea  denied by many tourism businesses. They built wall around their premises 

including public access to the beach and sea. Ancient Urak Lawoi’s freshwater well was seized to be 

used for tourists. The Urak Lawoi need to buy water for household consumption, or have to invest in 

underground water wells. Ancestor’s cemetery is walled from tourists’ sight.  

- In mid of 2014, violence began as a result from tourism businesses claiming land ownership. 

There were barb wires preventing people to commute inside their territory. In addition, concrete road 

was constructed passing the Urak Lawoi community causing community boundary to disappear 

(Figure 15). 
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Figure 14 - Commuting trail on Lipe Island 

- On 6 September 2014, the military led National Council for Peace and Order (NCPO) 

intervened to settle land disputes on Lipe Island. Land ownership rights titles (NS3) was examined 

and other claim documents would be closely examined. The NCPO called conflicting parties to 

discuss and all construction ceased until the documents were properly examined. But there were still 

some business people continued building walls against the NCPO order. This act created troubles to 

the Urak Lawoi to have access to their fishing boats moored in front of the beach. The negotiations 

between these parties were created but it had not been successful. 

- Later on, the NCPO conducted land survey and called for all claimants to indicate their 

owned lands, as there are more than 80 claimants but only 40 plots of land. All indicated that they 

bought the lands from previous owners but it appeared that the land rights titles were fake. Therefore 

it was proven that they illegally occupied the land and they were ordered to seized and disassemble all 

buildings, and had to go through legal process. Some investigation was report as a secret to the 

NCPO. However, the most difficult decision was that lands on Lipe Island have been changed many 

times to many owners. The investigation was complicated and hard to explain who was right or 

wrong. The Marine Park authority in cooperation with the NCPO promised to solve this problem the 

soonest as the Urak Lawoi had had their rights taken for a long time causing sufferings to their 

traditional livelihoods. The intervening by the NCPO has various positive impacts on the Urak Lawoi 

in terms of their reclaims of land rights, permission to use assigned public land as their ancestors’ 

cemetery and consultation process to manage the island’s resources with the Marine Park Authority. 
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4. Socio-economics of Urak Lawoi 
  

Results presented and discussed in this section are from questionnaire analysis of Urak Lawoi 

households on Lipe Island. There were 128 households included in the survey accounting at 89.51 

percent of the total Urak Lawoi households 

4.1 Income, Expenditure and Occupation 

The traditional occupation of the Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island was entirely capture fisheries for 

household consumption and trading (Figure15). The coming of tourism and its related business 

rapidly changes the tradition. The Urak Lawoi are now engaging in a more diverse occupation closely 

related with the growth of tourism industry such as tourist and commuting boat operators, diving tour 

guides, restaurant owners and employees, resort owners and employees, local government officers, 

and others in both governmental and private organizations (Figure16). 

 

 

 

Figure 15 - Past Urak Lawoi’s Occupations 
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Figure 16 - Present Urak Lawoi’s Occupations 

 

However, there are three main occupations, namely capture fisheries, tourist boat operations, 

and those related with tourism. The Urak Lawoi are engaged in more than one occupation especially 

during tourist season (November – May). They still regard capture fisheries as their most vital 

occupation as it provides them with immediate source of income and food for daily household 

consumption. Even though some households stated that capture fisheries has turned out to be their 

supplementary occupation, but most are still giving more priority to fisheries as their source for 

survival and important tradition. They give more value of self-sought food from the sea than from 

markets. Figure 17 shows the most popular fishing gear and boat. This kind of stationary fishing gear 

popularly used is sitting cage which target bigger fish and prawn. Fishing boat is vital as means for 

fishing and tourism, it is given a constantly great care. 
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Figure 17 - Sitting Cage and an Urak Lawoi Giving a Great Care to a Fishing Boat 

  

With regard to capture fisheries, there are two types of fishing operations, (i) independent 

fishers and (ii) those employed by local Tao Kae (local middlemen and facilitators) system. The Urak 

Lawoi who stated that capture fisheries was their main occupation preferred to adopt the Ta Gae 

system as they did not need to invest in important costs such as petrol, and there was a minimal price 

risk. The independent fishers stated that they engage in dual occupations, capture fisheries alongside 

with tourist boat operation and other tourism related business (Figure 18). 

  

  

Figure 18 - Urak Lawoi in the Tao Kae System Jointly Preparing Sitting Cages 
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Household monthly income before the tourist season as stated by the Urak Lawoi was less than 

5,000 to 10,000 baht and capture fisheries was the main source of this income. But during the tourist 

season their monthly income ranged between 5,000 – 35,000 baht and the main source of income 

were from tourism related activities and capture fisheries. (Table 3) 

 

Table 3 - Income and Occupation that create main household income of Urak Lawoi 

Item 
Number of Household 

(n = 128) 
Percentage 

Income (baht/month)   

Less than 5,000 baht 5 3.9 

5,001-10,000 baht 36 28.1 

10,001-15,000 baht 33 25.8 

15,001-20,000 baht 26 20.3 

20,001-25,000 baht 19 14.8 

25,001-30,000 baht 3 2.3 

30,001-35,000 baht 1 0.8 

More then 35,000 baht 5 3.9 

Source of main income   

Fisheries 25 19.5 

Fishery Tao Kae 37 28.9 

Tourism (Own business) 33 25.8 

Employment in tourism business 13 10.2 

Wage labourer 11 8.6 

Government officers 3 2.3 

Land lease 1 0.8 

Remittance from son & daughter 1 0.8 

Trade 2 1.6 

Restaurant 1 0.8 

Tourist boat operation 1 0.8 

 

Urak Lawoi’s household expenditure are mostly involved with an investment in capture 

fisheries, investment in tourism business, children education, hospital expenses, electricity and water 

expenses,  and cash and non-cash debt repayments.  
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For average household expenditure of Urak Lawoi for the past six months, wage expenditure 

was the highest amounting at 192,437.50 baht, followed by debt payment (non-cash) at 120,000 baht. 

Other expenditure such as investment in tourism business is 36,339.20 baht, investment in 

fisheries at 28,359.20 baht. Household expenditure as donation was relatively low at 1,289.6, 420.60 

and 260 baht respectively for customary donation, religious donation and social consideration. 

Detailed description of Urak Lawoi’s household expenditure is shown in Table 4 and Figure 20. 

 

Table 4 - Average Household Expenditure for the Past Six Month 

Item 
Average amount 

(Baht/month) 
S.D. Minimum Maximum 

Wage 192,437.5 324,081.5 10,000.0 1,250,000.0 

Debt payment (non-cash) 120,000.0 0.0 120,000.0 120,000.0 

Investment in tourism 

business 
77,079.7 185,807.5 4,500.0 1,000,000.0 

Debt payment (cash) 36,339.2 55,973.3 200.0 300,000.0 

Investment in fisheries 28,359.2 64,373.4 800.0 500,000.0 

House repair 20,156.3 35,678.1 2,000.0 150,000.0 

Electricity 17,148.6 33,847.6 500.0 270,000.0 

Boat/Fishery repair 16,800.0 12,793.6 4,000.0 100,000.0 

Education for children 10,713.3 10,433.0 1,500.0 42,000.0 

Travel 9,780.8 9,395.6 500.0 60,000.0 

Clothing 7,759.2 9,059.9 500.0 60,000.0 

Drinking water 7,253.3 14,980.2 400.0 60,000.0 

Livestock farming 3,558.8 4,476.6 300.0 15,000.0 

Hospital 3,461.6 4,001.2 30.0 25,000.0 

Customary –Donation-

Culture 
1,289.6 1,854.9 100.0 12,000.0 

Religions-Donation-

Beliefs 
420.6 1,127.1 100.0 10,000.0 

Social consideration – 

Society 
260.0 365.0 50.0 1,000.0 
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Figure 19  - Average Household Expenditure for the Past 6 Months 

 

Regarding to saving, Urak Lawoi used to keep it inside their houses as there was no banking 

system in the past, and they did not fully trust these financial institutions. However, this behaviors 

have changed since 2007 because of large amount of income from tourism, much more than income 

from fisheries. They understood better the banking system but it was still inconvenient to travel to the 

banks on mainland. From 2011 until now, there exists internet money deposit on the island enabling 

some Urak Lawoi to use this service for their conveniences. In 2014 there is an installment of 

Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) on Lipe Island. Banking facility is improved and more Urak Lawoi 

use this banking system.  

As shown in Figure 20, it was found from the household survey that 52 percent of the Urak 

Lawoi have money deposit with the banks, while 28 percent still keep money within their household 

safe, about 14 percent invest in valuable assets, 5 percent invest in their occupational assets. Only one 

percent involve in money lending. 
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Figure 20 - Saving Distribution Charactoristics of Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island. 

 

4.2 Assets 

Assets are the fundamental capital for the living. From the study’s observation, almost Urak 

Lawoi households had their own television sets, had satellite dishes to receive television signals, and 

mobile phones were common in every households. It is observed that traditional and manual boats 

were less in number, most of them had motorized fishing boats. Sitting cages, and hook and line were 

found laying around the houses. The Urak Lawoi preferred to raise ducks as they used duck feather as 

bait supplement in catching some pelagic fish. 

The choices of living style of Urak Lawoi is limited, so poor Urak Lawoi families chose to 

sell their capital assets such as land to business people or to someone better-off families, instead of 

utilizing their assets to develop their living standard. However, there are still a majority of Urak 

Lawoi households who decided not to sell their lands, and sought other development alternatives such 

as adjusting their fishing boats for dual purposes – fisheries and tourism, renovating their houses to 

accommodate tourists and working in tourism businesses. 

3.3 Fisheries 

Urak Lawoi are fishers by birth. Their life and livelihoods are closely knitted with the sea and 

its resources. They possess capability and expertise in fishing, including the indigenous knowledge on 

marine and coastal ecosystem, and how to manage them. This uniqueness is considered as human 

capital assets specific to the area. Fishing practices of the Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island can be described 

in details as follow. 

Bank 52% 

Cash 28% 

Valuable assets 

14% 

Investment in 

occupation 5% 

Money lending 

1% 
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This study attempts to set linkages between fishing gears, capture fisheries activities with 

the fishing sub-ecosystem. Information from interviews with Urak Lawoi was mostly qualitative in 

nature, the scoping matrix was utilized to arrange data for the reveals of relationships among fishing 

gears and various issues reflecting the sub-ecosystems. These sub-ecosystems are (1) shallow water 

around the island coast, (2) around rock formation in the sea, (3) water surface around the island, (4) 

deep water far from island coast, and (5) Deep sea about 5-7 meters from surface. Their relationships 

are summarized in Table 3 below. 

 

Table 5  - Fishing Sub-Ecosystem around the Island 

Fishing gears harvesting methods 
Sub-ecosystems for 

fishing 
Harvesting period Species captured 

Small fishing 

trap 

Using boat to place the 

cages 

Shallow water 

around the island 

coast 

5-7 days 

Rainbow  runner, 

Longfin cavalla, 

Snake skin gourami 

Large fishing 

trap 

Using boat to place the 

cages 

Around rock 

formation in the sea 
2 weeks 

Orange spotted 

grouper, Tiger 

grouper, Rainbow  

runner, Spadefish, 

Parrotfish, True eel 

Indo hook and 

line 
Long line hooks 

Water surface 

around the island 

Morning-evening 

(Daily) 

Hardtail scad, Indo-

pacific Spanish 

mackerel, Striped 

large-eye bream, 

and Indian mackerel 

Simple fishing 

hook 

Fishing boat using 

hook and lure 

Deep water far from 

island coast 

Morning-evening 

(daily) 

Spanish mackerel, 

Leopard grouper 

Spear gun 
Diving to spear or 

spearing on the boat 

Deep sea about 5-7 

meters from surface 

At time of  clear 

water 

(Daily) 

Sea cucumber, 

Green shrimp (coral 

shrimp), King Kong 

shrimp,Gamat,  

Holothuria scabra, 

Black sea cucumber 

Purse seine 

Releasing purse seine 

while operating boat, 

harvesting after 

complete the round 

 

During dark-moon  

night 

(Daily) 

Spanish mackerel, 

Longtail tuna, 

Hardtail scad 

Long spear 
Popular in the past, difficult to use because of its long handle, good for spearing fish residing 

inside reef cliffs 
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 It can be seen that there are at least 5 identified sub-ecosystems. Similar fishing gears are used 

in a same sub-ecosystem. To make the relationships clearer, fishing gears are classified in terms of 

their uses in two areas, shallow water around the island and deep water farer from the coast as show in 

Figures 21. 

 

Figure 21 - Fishing in Sub-Ecosystem 

 

Species of fish caught using different fishing gears are presented in Figure 22. 

Types of Fishing 
Gears 

Shallow water around 
the island 

Small fishing trap 

Fishing net  

Spear gun 

Indo hook and line 

Deep water farer 
from the coast 

Spear gun 

Large fishing trap 

Hook and 
line 

Indo hook and line 

Simple fishing hook 
and line 

Dynamite 

fishing 

In the past, dynamite fishing was used to catch enough fish so as to exchange necessary 

items from middlemen or high financial returns. They used fertilizers and some chemicals 

for mixtures, catch amount was about 1,000 – 10,000 kg. This illegal practice is prohibited 

and presently non-existent. 
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Figure 22 - Species of Fish Caught Using Different Fishing Gear 

 

Livelihoods of the Urak Lawoi continue to closely knitted and heavily dependent on fisheries. 

The fishing calendar presented in Table 6 is a clear evidence of fishing dependent way of livelihoods 

of the Urak Lawoi. 

Fish species caught 

Trap and hook and 
line 

True eel 

Orange spotted grouper 

Brown spotted grouper 

Tiger grouper 

Longfin cavalla 

Snake skin Gourami 

Parrotfish 

Spadefish 

Spiny lobster 

Rainbow runner 

Long-line hook 

Striped large-eye bream 

Indo-pacific spanish mackerel 

Spanish Mackerel 

Leopard group 

Indian mackerel 
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Table 6  - Seasonal Calendar 
Item/Activity Month 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

S
ea

so
n
 

Rainfall             

Rainy season (* Dry period)       *      

North Eastern wind             

South western wind             

U
ra

k
 L

aw
o

i 
ac

ti
v

it
y

 

Low Season             

High Season             

Capture fisheries             

Strong wind, near-shore fisheries             

Tourism activities             

Resort maintenance             

F
is

h
in

g
 g

ea
r 

Illegal fishing from foreign vessels             

Net             

Hook and line             

Spear gun             

Big fishing trap, small fishing trap             

F
is

h
 s

p
ec

ie
s 

Dolphin (#abundance)             

Migrate dolphin (#abundance)           #  

Longfin cavalla 
 

 

Trap, Net 

            

Grouper             

Rainbow runner             

Spanish mackerel             

Hardtail scad 
 

 

 

Indo hook 

and line 

 

            

Yellow queenfish             

Indo-pacific spanish 

mackerel 

            

Billfish (caught using 

simple fishing hook) 

            

Low-income period             
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After obtaining information on fish species caught using different fishing gears, more 

detailed data on price of fish and its marketing channels were investigated using snow-ball 

interviewing techniques. The results are shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 7 - Price of Fish and Its Marketing Channels 

 

Species of fish 

Present Past 

Buying Price (Bath/kg.) Selling Price (Bath/kg.) Buying Price (Bath/kg.) Selling Price (Bath/kg.) 

Employee Not 

employee 

Main 

land 

On island Employee Not 

employee 

Main 

land 

On island 

D
ee

p
 w

at
er

 f
ar

er
 f

ro
m

 t
h

e 
co

as
t 

 

Rainbow runner         

 Large size 40 80 100 120 20 40 60 70 

 Medium-small size 30 50   20 30   

Grouper 60 100 180     

Spanish mackerel 
70 100 120 150 

 50 (price is lower than present approximately 

50 Baht/kg.)) 

Parrotfish 20 30 50  5 

Snake skin gourami  

 Large size 30 50       

 Small size 10 25 40 60   30 

Longfin cavalla 65 70 85 100 20 

W
at

er
 

su
rf

ac
e 

Hardtail scad 25 30 30 60  10 

Indo-pacific Spanish 

mackerel 
50 60 85 100  20 

D
iv

e 

Spiny lobster  1000 1500 500 800   

Green shrimp 600 1000 150 300   

King Kong shrimp 200 400 150 300   

Gamat 1,800-2,200       

Holothuria scabra 1,200       

Black sea cucumber 800       

Nile top shell 100-120       

Scaly giant clam 300-400 (Baht/individual)       

Pearl shell 3,000       
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5. Urak Lawoi indigenous knowledge 
 

5.1 Indigenous Knowledge on Capture Fisheries.  

This set of knowledge is concerned mostly with the design of traditional fishing gears as 

follows. 

(1) Small fishing trap. The small fishing traps are carried on fishing boats and placed in shallow 

water around the Lipe Islands and other islands in vicinity such as Adang and Rawee Islands.  The 

cages are kept in the water for 5-7 days. 

Small fishing trap has existed on the island for more than 100 years. In the past bamboo was the 

main building material, and the size was smaller than at present. Small bamboo trap had its life span 

of two months or less depending on maturity of the bamboo. Younger bamboo has shorter life span. 

Urak Lawoi places these small traps in shallow water near underwater rock piles, or near coral reefs. 

They are placed on sand seabed because of its convenience for harvesting. The other end of the trap is 

tied with bamboo buoys as an indication of the location. The traps are harvested every two days by 

observing the buoys. If the buoys are on upright position, then the undertow currents are too strong, 

not safe to dive in the water and withdraw the traps. If the buoys are 45 degree or float horizontally, 

then the undertow currents are still safe to dive in and withdraw the traps. 

(2) Large fishing trap. The large fish traps (Figure 23) are placed in the water approximately 20 

meters deep near rock piles about 4 to 5 kms far from shore. The traps are placed for 15 days before 

withdrawal. The location is mainly between Adang and Lek Islands. There are about 3-4 large traps 

per one rock piles. Urak Lawoi check to see how many fish inside the trap. If the amount is good 

enough then the trap is withdrawn and fish harvested. If not, then they wait until satisfactory. In case, 

if they can catch many fishes, then they leave the trap at the same location. Fish species caught by this 

large fishing trap are, i.e., brown spotted and orange spotted grouper, lobster and trevally. 

At present the Urak Lawoi face problems with scarcity of bamboo as the forest that they used to 

find is now government or private owned. They shift from bamboo to rattan or metal wire which 

extended the life span to 4-6 months. Nylon net and other plastic materials are reused. 
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Figure 23 - Large Fishing Trap 

 

(3) Indo hook and line (Figure 24). This fishing gear has been used for more than 10 years. It is 

used from dawn until dust while waiting to withdraw the cages. Indo hook and line has many pieces in 

one set, but 7 and 9 is the most popular number. Odd number is more preferred as they believe that it 

can catch more fish than even number. This Indo hook and line is used throughout the year to catch 

pelagic fish such as Spanish mackerel (maximum 1 kg), Hardtail scad fish. The Indo hook and line 

with coloured line (to attract fish) is release in the water while boat is running. Fish caught is stored 

and the hook and line released again until they get enough fish. 

 

   

Figure 24 - Indo Hook and Line 

 

Indo hook and line is believed to adapt from long line hook that the Urak Lawoi use rhizome of 

citrion lily as bait. This species of lily grow wild and abundant on the beaches of islands. The size of 

lily bait depends on the intended size of fish. Bigger fish is lure by bigger bait. In some cases, soft 

wood or chicken or duck feather are used as baits 

(4) Sung or Soke hook and line. History of hook and line used as fishing gear is recorded in the 

name of Rawei village which is translated as long line hook. In the past metal hook was used and the 
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line is lifted frequently to attract fish. Fish species caught by this method is bigger fish such as 

Spanish mackerel. 

(5) Spear gun (Figure 25). Spear gun is used to hunt for fish in deep and clear water. It is a 

popular fishing method used at time of fish scarcity and the primary purpose is mainly for household 

consumption. The amount of catch is less compared with other methods. It is easy to use near shore 

and fish target can be seen from water surface. Spear gun is different from hand spear in the sense that 

the hand spear is longer and difficult to use, and it is good to shoot at fish hidden in rock crevices. 

 

 

Figure 25 - Spear Gun 

 

(6) Floating Net. Floating net sized 10 x 400 meters with 3 x 3 inches mesh size is released 

along the moving boat (Figure 26). The net is attached by buoys and light bulb at the end to give 

signal for other fishing boats to avoiding cross-cutting it. The net is used during the darkest night. The 

whole operating process to release the net takes about 10 minutes, another one hour of waiting. The 

net is pulled on the boat to catch trapped fish. This step takes about one hour. For one night the 

fisherman can repeat this fishing operation for 3 rounds accumulating 10-80 kg of fish. Most of fish 

species are Longtail tuna (Thunnus tonggol) and Spanish mackerel. Fishing using net involves heavy 

investment both in terms of hours in the whole operations, repairing damaged net, and capital inputs. 

The net is non-stationary fishing gear requiring more attention and higher effort that the stationary 

fishing gear like fish traps. 
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Figure 26 - Floating Net 

 

5.2 Indigenous Knowledge on Nature Observation and Aquatic Life Habitats 

Urak Lawoi are heavily dependent on fishery resources and effective selection of fishing gears 

and methods. Their knowledge on climatic conditions supports the amount of fish caught. There are 

considerable deviations in this knowledge of each Urak Lawoi, which has been transferred to his/her 

descendants. This indigenous knowledge is best summarized as follows. 

(1) Aquatic life habitats. Urak Lawoi observe the aquatic life habitats by some incidents below. 

1) Running current. Observation of current provides an expectation of fish abundance. It is 

observed that fish accumulate in great number at the point where currents from different directions 

meet. 

2) Sea bird behaviours. Observing flock of sea birds hovering over the sea indicates that 

there is a sign of fish gathering. The Urak Lawoi follow 3-4 sea birds flying around the island 

heading toward larger flock. Black sea gull is the main target for the observation. 

3) Rock piles observation. Coral reef slope and rock piles are ideal habitats for aquatic life. 

Fish traps are placed near these rock piles. When sea water is clear the fish traps and rock piles are 

visible, or some time the Urak Lawoi have to dive to find these rock pile and fringing reef slopes. 

This location of fish traps is observed by marked trees on nearby island, or the radius of some 

prominent landmarks close by. 

After observing the above three remarks of fish abundance, the Urak Lawoi seek further 

suitable location to fish or lay traps. However, they do not anchor their boats right away while in 

the sea, instead they let the boats swift freely. When they can catch fish by hook and line 

somewhere, the location is memorized by marking it with nearby islands. This indigenous 

knowledge has been transferred through generations. Any middle-aged male Urak Lawoi can 

recognize about 100 fish abundance spots. 

(2) Observing fisheries environments. Indigenous knowledge on fisheries environment consists 

of following aspects. 
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1) Seawater clarity observation. The clarity of seawater affects visibility, especially 

important for some fishing gears such as fish trap and spear. If the seawater has high turbidity, 

then these fishing methods are not possible. 

2) High tide. It is observed that full moon nights and high tide, fish is abundant. It is because 

of plankton visibility and fish is attracted to swim up to the water surface. The Urak Lawoi use 

spear gun or Indo hook and line to catch fish. But the use of floating net is not suitable as fish can 

see the net. 

3) Climatic conditions. In rainy season it is impossible to fish far away from shore. The 

Urak Lawoi fish only close to shore and the catch is mainly for household consumption. During 

monsoon season from October to November, they do not go fishing. 

(3) Natural Calamity Observation. There are several knowledge indicated below. 

1) Storm observation. The Urak Lawoi has their ability to predict storms from their 

ancestors’ transferred knowledge. They can predict an arrival of storm in rainy season by 

observing cloud characteristics, sea water’s colour, and wind directions and its movement. 

2) Wave observation. Before setting out into the sea, the Urak Lawoi make survey of 

climate and wave. If the wave has white split top moving towards the shore, then it is predicted 

that storm is close to arrive at the island. 

3) Sea horizon observation. In case when the Urak Lawoi are in the sea and the sea horizon 

becomes darkened not that from the clouds, it is known that strong windy storm is approaching 

and they immediately head back to shore. 

4) Surrounding observation. Examples of observing surroundings are swimming directions 

of fish, sudden decrease of fish number and deep sea fish seen at water surface. They are signs of 

some changes in the sea or climates. Loud chirping of birds is a signal that storm is soon to arrive. 

5) Observation on physical characteristics of sea water. Changes in sea water indicate that 

something is wrong with the sea, i.e., when sea water has high turbidity, swirling currents 

remarkably different from normal situation. An experience on December 26, 2004 when great 

Tsunami hit the Lipe Island, the Urak Lawoi observed that seawater changed to sudden turbid and 

heavy swirling, and giant sting ray swam up to the water surface. At first they could not predict the 

arriving of tsunami. Only when water quickly receded and sea bed was visible, elderly Urak Lawoi 

knew that the great tsunami was arriving. 

 

5.3 Indigenous Knowledge on Cultures and Tradition 

The Urak Lawoi’s cultures and tradition are best shown by their ceremonial boat floating 

(Plajak) festival, marriage ceremony and the funeral. 

(1) Ceremonial boat floating or Plajak festival. This festival is an important ceremony of Urak 

Lawoi in three provinces, namely Phuket (Koh Sire, Koh Spam and Koh Rawei), Krabi (Koh Lanta) 

and Satun (Koh Lipe). This ceremony is celebrated twice in a year at the full moon nights of the sixth 
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and 11th month coincide with the time when season changes. The ceremony takes three days and 

nights. Toh-mor or witch doctor is the leader of the ceremony for worshipping, predicting and 

building of floating boat or Plajak. This Plajak is a model boat made by soft wood such as salak 

(Zalacca palm) and Teen Ped which are available on the island and permitted to use by Marine Park 

Authority. The Plajak boat is a carrier to take away sorrow and diseases from Urak Lawoi families 

and their community. All members of the Urak Lawoi village participate in this ceremony. Relatives 

that lives in other villages, districts and provinces make their best attempts to come for the 

celebration. In the past, the Urak Lawoi stop working for three days during the ceremony. The Plajak 

festival has four sub functions as presented below. 

1) Holy water bathing. Each Urak Lawoi family places water jar at the ceremony site. 

At dawn, Toh-mor conducts the ceremony and gives merits to holy water. The Urak Lawoi arrive 

at the ceremony site and take a bath with the holy water from their jar. It is believed that the holy 

water cleans bad karma from them, their family and the whole community. They also believe that 

if they do not attend the Plajak ceremony, they do not have blessings in their fishing and other 

works. 

2) Plajak building (Figure 27). Before building the Plajak, Urak Lawoi men have to 

find salak wood on the island. The wood is used as main material to make Plajak, as well as to be 

carved as human figures represent members in the family and everyday household fishing tools 

such as knife, fishing hook and spear. Decoration of the Plajak is done by carved salak wood to 

represent wavethen attached alongside the Plajak. Urak Lawoi women make colourful decoration 

with flowers such as orchid, marigold and Rak. These carved figures and tools are placed in the 

fully decorated Plajak then float it into the sea at dawn on the next day. These joint efforts of both 

men and women performing different tasks reveal the Urak Lawoi’s sense of affection and their 

connection with one another. 

 

Figure 27 - Plajak Building 
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3) Ancestor worshipping ceremony. During the Plajak ceremony Urak Lawoi 

women prepare food to offer to their ancestors (Figure 28). The ceremony items are grilled 

turmeric chicken, white sticky rice, yellow sticky rice, Hua Laan desert and fired dough. These are 

placed along with candles, then put on the Toh-Kiri shrine in a sacred site next to the mountain 

slope. This offerings is for their ancestors, and Toh-Kiri (Figure 29) who was the respectable 

pioneer of the island. 

 

Figure 28 - Food to Offer to Ancestors 

 

 

Figure 29 – Toh-Kiri Shrine and Statue 

 

The offering process follows several steps below. 

- Upon arriving at the sacred site, everyone place a small shell contacting water on the shrine 

shelves. The use of small shells is to spare places on the shrine. This step is aimed at 

welcoming ancestors. Then all deserts are placed alongside the shells. 

- Most of the deserts are traditional to the Urak Lawoi. The most important offerings are 

popcorn and candle as the white popcorn represents purity, while candle acts as 

communication linkages with the ancestors. 

- The most important offerings to Toh-Kiri are seven-colour rice and raw chicken. Toh-Kiri’s 

present descendants preside over the ceremony. 
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- The ceremony starts with circling kamyan or benzoin burnt on charcoal 3 rounds to invite 

spirits. The process done by heads of each family jointly inviting ancestors of their 

respective families. 

- Toh-mor observes candle drippings which act as medium between deceased ancestors and 

their descendants who attend the ceremony. 

- It is believed that popcorns are recipients of blessings. When the descendants ask for 

blessings, they then throw popcorns at the candle flame. If the popcorn burns, it is an 

indication that the ancestors accept their prayers and grant them their wishes. 

- After the ancestors praying, Ramana drums play 15 songs to entertain the attendants and the 

ancestors alike. The name of the first song is Long Pong which is the most important one to 

worship all local sacred gods such as forest, mountain, water and sea gods who are present 

and entertained. 

4) Plajak procession. After the ceremony at the Toh-Kiri shrine, the Urak Lawoi 

prepare themselves for Plajak procession around the village (Figure 30). To Moh is the key 

ceremonial leader. He later starts the Plajak floating process. Young Urak Lawoi men help 

carrying the Plajak and make procession around the village and position the Plajak in front of the 

village (Figure 31). These young Urak Lawoi men volunteer to perform this task as they believe 

that their actions enable them to receive blessings from their ancestors. 

 

Figure 30 - Plajak Procession around the Village 

  

Figure 31 - Position the Plajak in front of the Village 
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The procession composes of the Plajak in the front, followed by group of 

drummers. The sound of drums and calls of drummers can be heard throughout the village. The 

end of the procession is a group of Urak Lawoi participants. The procession is full of cheers and 

joyful moments. 

5) Floating of the Plajak. The ceremony starts when Toh-mor arrives at the 

floating site on shore (Figure 32). The Urak Lawoi men volunteer to carry the Plajak from the 

ceremony site to a traditional fishing boat (Figure 33-34) and sail out into the sea. The wave and 

currents are carefully observed to make sure that the Plajak will not be carried back to shore. The 

Urak Lawoi believe that the Plajak is a carrier of sorrow, diseases and bad karma of their families, 

so they should not be back once released. When the Plajak is released into the sea, all men return 

to the shore and they are prohibited not to look back at the Plajak, otherwise sorrow, diseases and 

bad karma return back to the village. 

   

Figure 32 - Toh-mor Arrives at the Floating Site on Shore 

 

  

Figure 33 - The Urak Lawoi Men Volunteer to Carry the Plajak from the Ceremony Site to a 

Traditional Fishing Boat 
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Figure 34 - Sail the Plajak into the sea 

 

6) Ghost Prevention ceremony. In the following day after the floating ceremony 

of the Plajak, the Urak Lawoi jointly erect ghost-prevention poles to prevent bad karma make ways 

back after the Plajak floating ceremony. The Urak Lawoi men cut wood to make these sacred 

poles, which is slender and marked at the top to match with horizontal beam (Figure 35). These 

poles are believed to prevent bad spirits from the sea and forests to harm the people. 

 

  

Figure 35 - Ghost-Prevention Poles 

 

- In the afternoon of the first day, the Urak Lawoi place ceremonial desert offerings at 

scared To Kiri shrine to invite ancestors spirits 

- After the offering, Rumana drums beating begins in order to entertain the spirits. 

- The second day is for the preparation of Plajak and the procession of a ceremonial pole 

to the front beach for To Moh to conduct the ceremony 

- In the afternoon the Plajak is built and placed on the ceremonial pole for To Moh to 

conduct the ceremony before the Plajak is floated the next day. 
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- At 5 am of the third day, all Urak Lawoi attend the floating ceremony of the Plajak. 

Urak Lawoi men carry the Plajak to a fishing boat. 

- At about 9 am, a procession of seven ghost-prevention poles in a form of a cross are 

placed at the ceremonial pole for Toh-mor to conduct a ceremony. 

- In the evening, all Urak lawoi carry water jars to the ceremonial pole for Toh-mor to 

prepare the holy water. 

- At 5 am of the following day the Urak Lawoi take the holy water bath to get rid of bad 

karma. 

- At the end of the ceremony, the Urak Lawoi  erect ghost-prevention poles and circulate 

them around the village.  
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6. Social Impact Analysis 
 

6.1 Changes at local community level 

When tourism activity began its grips on Lipe Island, local community encountered changes in 

many aspects as described below. 

 

6.1.1 Socio-economic changes 

When there was tourism promotion to visit Lipe Island, tourists started coming in and several 

socio-economic changes (Appendix 2) are summarized in Table 8. About 49.2 percent of Urak Lawoi 

households stated that tourism added income to their existing occupation, while 45.3 percent stated 

that they had new income sources, or new occupation. Only 5.5 percent said they did not receive any 

added benefit from the incoming tourism. With regards to levels of socio-economic changes, more 

than half of the Urak Lawoi households (55.5 percent) stated that they had encountered the most 

socio-economic changes, followed by 35.9 percent observed much change. Only a few percentages 

stated that there had been no social changes as a result from tourism (1.6 percent). 

 Most of the Urak Lawoi households (71.9 percent) had never received any assistance from 

tourists. Only 28.1 percent stated that they received some assistance. The assistance was mainly in the 

form of finances (63.9 percent), and consultation (35.8 percent). 

 

Table 8  - Socio-Economic Changers as a Result from Tourism Activities 

Item 
Number 

(n=128) 
Percentage 

Change to income generation   

Added income to exiting occupations 63 49.2 

Income from new occupations 58 45.3 

No change 7 5.5 

Level of Socio-economic changes   

The most changes 71 55.5 

Much changes 46 35.9 

Medium changes 9 7.0 

No change 2 1.6 

Assistance from tourist   

Yes 36 28.1 

No 92 71.9 

If yes, in the form of (n=36)  
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Item 
Number 

(n=128) 
Percentage 

Finance 23 63.9 

Consultation 19 52.8 

Note: More than one answer were allowed 

 

 6.1.2 Changes in land rights ownership 

 Changes in land rights ownership of the Urak Lawoi are presented in Table 9. Before tourism, 

more than half or 57 percent of the Urak Lawoi households possessed proper land rights titles, and 

52.1 percent stated that they did not sell their lands at the time of flourishing tourism. About 37.1 

percent sold parts of their lands, all to outsiders. Reasons to sell their lands were political influences 

and members selling their lands without family consent at an equal percentage of 37.1. Financial 

problems and needs of money to proceed with land rights issuance were other reasons had equal 

percentage of 8.6. The other reasons were family agreement to sell and difficulty to resist high land 

prices. 

 More than half of the Urak Lawoi households (53.9 percent) stated that their rights to stay on 

lands were confiscated. However, more than 70 percent had not had land disputes or court case on 

land rights ownerships. 

 

Table 9 - Changes in land right ownership as a result  from tourism activies 

Item Number (n=128) Percentage 

Land ownership before tourism   

 Yes 73 57.0 

 No 55 43.0 

Land selling at the time of Tourism (n=73)  

 Sold all land 8 11.0 

 Sold part of land 27 37.0 

 Not sell 38 52.1 

Land sold to (n=35)  

 Local people - - 

 Outsider 35 100.0 

Reason to sell land (n=35)  

 Offers high price 1 2.9 

 Financial problem 3 8.6 

 Political influences 13 37.1 

 Member of family sell land without consent 13 37.1 
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Item Number (n=128) Percentage 

 Family agreement 2 5.7 

 Need of money to processed with land rights 

issuance 

3 8.6 

Confiscation of rights to stay on land   

 Yes 69 53.9 

 No 59 46.1 

Land dispute/court case on land rights ownership   

 Yes 36 28.1 

 No 92 71.9 

 

5.1.3 Island resources utilization  

The Lipe Island resources such as timber, non-timber products and fruit and vegetables have 

been traditionally utilized by the Urak Lawoi. Bamboo shoot was the most harvested forest product 

(51.6 percent), followed by rattan, wild fruit and vegetables, mushroom, herbs, wild boar and red ant’s 

eggs (Table 10) 

 

Table 10 - Island resources utilization 

Item Number (n=128) Percentage 

Non-timber products   

Mushroom 10 7.8 

Bamboo shoot 66 51.6 

Herbs 7 5.5 

Red ant’s egg 2 1.6 

Rattan 36 28.1 

Fruit and vegetables 29 22.7 

Wild boar 4 3.1 

Note: More than one answer was allowed. 

 

6.2 Changes at household level 

 Changes at household level are results from the quantitative analysis which was developed 

from qualitative analysis results. It was found that tourism on Lipe Island has had significant impacts 

on livelihoods of the Urak Lawoi in many aspects such as house conditions, household livelihoods, 

social structure and relationships, daily life, costumes, food consumption behaviors, language, 

sanitation and health, education, and culture, tradition and beliefs. Detailed descriptions of these 

aspects are presented in the following sections. 
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6.2.1 Impacts of Lipe Island tourism on house conditions. 

 The most positive impacts from tourism on Lipe Island on house conditions as shown in 

Table 11 are convenient commuting with the mainland (93 percent), followed by convenient access to 

electricity (85.9 percent), convenient travelling on the island (79.7 percent), quality of life and other 

household facilities (67.2 percent), changes in housing materials such as wood and concrete (46.9 

percent) and private life of household members (43.8 percent). 

 Issues concerning negative impacts from Lipe Island tourism on house conditions are drug 

addiction among youths (56.2 percent), followed by loss of recreation areas around houses (44.6 

percent). Some issues that have no impact of Lipe Island tourism are coastal erosion damaging houses 

(73.4 percent), followed by land ownership (46.9) percent and relocation of houses (42.2 percent). 

  

Table 11 -  Impact of Lipe Island Tourism on House Conditions 

Impact on No Impact Positive Impacts Negative Impacts 

Relocation of houses 54(42.2) 27(21.1) 47(36.7) 

Land ownership 60(46.9) 19(14.8) 49(38.3) 

Recreation areas around houses 51(39.8) 20(15.6) 57(44.6) 

Changing housing materials (wood, 

concrete) 
44(34.4) 60(46.9) 24(18.7) 

Drug addiction among youths 45(35.2) 11(8.6) 72(56.2) 

Convenient commuting with mainland 4(3.1) 119(93.0) 5(3.9) 

Convenient commuting on the island 5(3.9) 1022(79.7) 21(16.4) 

Convenient access to electricity 12(9.4) 110(85.9) 6(4.7) 

Private life of household members 37(28.9) 56(43.8) 35(27.3) 

Quality of life and other household 

facilities 
25(19.5) 86(67.2) 17(13.3) 

Coastal erosion damaging houses 94(73.4) 10(7.8) 24(18.8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 12 - Level of Impact of Lipe Island Tourism on Household Conditions 

Impact on Positive impacts Negative impacts 
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Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Recreation areas around houses - - 3.30 Medium 

Changing housing materials (wood, 

concrete) 
3.10 Medium - - 

Drug addiction among youths - - 3.86 High 

Convenient commuting with mainland 3.57 High - - 

Convenient commuting on the island 3.46 High - - 

Convenient access to electricity 3.44 High - - 

Private life of household members 3.12 Medium - - 

Quality of life and other household 

facilities 
3.17 Medium - - 

 

Levels of impacts shown in Table 12 were measures in terms of scores, 5 is the highest and 1 

is lowest.  The levels of positive impacts are convenient commuting with the mainland (average value 

of 3.57), convenient travelling on the island (3.46), convenient access to electricity (3.44), quality of 

life and other household facilities (3.17), private life of household members (3.12) and changes in 

housing materials such as wood and concrete (3.10). 

 The levels of negative impacts are drug addiction among youths (3.86) and loss of recreation 

areas around houses (3.30). 

 

6.2.2 Impacts of Lipe Island tourism on household livelihoods 

 As shown in Table 13, household livelihood issues that had positive impacts were income 

increments (75 percent), followed by opportunity for alternative occupation such as log-tailed boat 

operators, employees in restaurants and resorts (68 percent). For negative impacts, they were fish 

harvest (59.4 percent), followed by access to sea grounds (53.9 percent and access to land on the 

island (52.3 percent). 

 Tourism activities that had no impact on household livelihoods are agriculture on the island, 

fishery Tao Kae system, illegal fisheries in marine park, transfer of fishery indigenous knowledge, 

debt burden, and establishment of own businesses at 78.1, 69.5, 68, 62.5, 57.8 and 53.1, respectively. 

 

Table 13 - Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Household livelihoods 

Impact on  No Impact 
Positive 

impacts 

Negative 

impacts 
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Opportunities for alternative occupations such as 

long-tail boat operators, employees in restaurants 

and resorts 

27(21.1) 87(68.0) 14(10.9) 

Income increments 23(18.0) 96(75.0) 9(7.0) 

Fishery Tao Kae system 89(69.5) 23(18.0) 16(12.5) 

Fish harvest 41(32) 11(8.6) 76(59.4) 

Access to land on the island 37(28.9) 25(19.5) 67(52.3) 

Access to sea grounds 45(35.2) 14(10.9) 69(53.9) 

Transfer of fishing intelligence knowledge 80(62.5) 17(13.3) 31(24.2) 

Agriculture on the island 100(78.1) 4(3.1) 24(18.8) 

Establishment of own business 68(53.1) 46(35.9) 14(10.9) 

Illegal fishing in marine park 87(68.0) 10(7.8) 31(24.2) 

Debt burden 74(57.8) 14(10.9) 40(31.3) 

 

Table 14 - Levels of Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Household livelihoods 

Impact on 

Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Opportunities for alternative 

occupations such as long-tail boat 

operators, employees in restaurants 

and resorts 

3.50 High - - 

Income increments 3.54 High - - 

Fish harvest - - 3.47 High 

Access to land on the island - - 3.43 High 

Access to sea grounds - - 3.36 Medium 

 

 Table 14 presents level of impacts of island tourism on Lipe Island on household livelihoods.  

The high positive impacts were income increments and an opportunity for alternative occupation such 

as long-tailed boat operators, employees in restaurants and resorts with average values of 3.54 and 

3.50, respectively.  For negative impacts the high values were fish harvest (3.47) and access to land on 

the island (3.43), while moderate impact was access to sea grounds (3.36). 

 

6.2.3 Impacts of Lipe Island tourism on social structure and relationships 
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As presented in Table 15, positive impacts of tourism on Lipe Island on social structure and 

relationships, in a respective order were relationships between Urak Lawoi families and public health 

officers (60.2 percent), relationships with foreigners (52.3 percent), relationships with teachers on the 

island (49.2 percent) and relationships with Thai business people from mainland (46.1 percent). 

The most negative impacts from island tourism were community co-operations (70.3 percent), 

followed by relationships with marine park officers (61.7 percent), relationships with police and navy 

officers (56.3 percent), relationships with community leaders (55.5 percent), relationships with fellow 

Urak Lawoi in community (50.8 percent), relationships with fishery officers (47.7 percent), 

relationships with relatives and trust among family members (equal at 46.9 percent). It is concluded 

that the relationships between Urak Lawoi and government officers was going down. 

Generally the Urak Lawoi maintain minimum contacts with outsiders. The relationships 

between the Urak Lawoi and government officers were going down clearly because of the more 

strictly imposed rules and regulations of the various government offices. It was surprisingly found out 

that the relationships among fellow Urak Lawoi were also going down due mainly to conflicts in 

sharing benefit from business involving resource allocation, land utilization, etc. One of the positive 

impacts from these declining relationships was movements to group formation to maintain resource 

rights and Urak Lawoi inherited identity. 
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Table 15 - Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Social Structure and Relationships 

Impact on No Impact 
Positive 

impacts 

Negative 

impacts 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

relatives 
38(29.7) 30(23.4) 60(46.9) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and Urak 

Lawoi in community 
38(29.7) 25(19.5) 65(50.8) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

community leaders 
25(19.5) 32(25.0) 71(55.5) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

cultural leaders 
51(39.8) 25(19.5) 52 (40.6) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

public health officers 
34(26.6) 77(60.2) 17(13.3) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

teachers on the island 
43(33.6) 63(49.2) 22(17.2) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

police/navy officers 
35(27.3) 21(16.4) 72(56.3) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and local 

administrators 
38(29.7) 43(33.6) 47(36.7) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

fishery officers 
42(32.8) 25(19.5) 61(47.7) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

marine park officers 
35(27.3) 14(10.9) 79(61.7) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

foreigners 
52(40.6) 67(52.3) 9(7.0) 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and Thai 

business people from mainland 
44(34.4) 59(46.1) 25(19.5) 

Inter marriage between Urak Lawoi family and 

outsider 
96(75.0) 25(19.5) 7(5.5) 

Emigration of member of Urak Lawoi family 103(80.5) 16(12.5) 9(7.0) 

Immigration of member of Urak Lawoi family 107(83.6) 15(11.7) 6(4.7) 

Trust among family members 46(35.9) 22(17.2) 60(46.9) 

Community co-operations 23(18.0) 15(11.7) 90(70.3) 
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Table 16 - Level of Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Social Structure and Relationships 

Impact on 

Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

relatives 
- - 3.32 Medium 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

Urak Lawoi in community 
- - 3.31 Medium 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

community leaders 
- - 3.59 High 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

cultural leaders 
- - 3.19 Medium 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

public health officers 
2.88 Medium - - 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

teachers on the island 
2.67 Medium - - 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

police/navy officers 
- - 3.36 Medium 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

local administrators 
- - 3.34 Medium 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

fishery officers 
- - 2.93 Medium 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

marine park officers 
- - 3.92 High 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

foreigners 
3.43 High - - 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

Thai business people from mainland 
2.95 Medium - - 

Trust among family members - - 3.11 Medium 

Community co-operations - - 3.42 High 

 Table 16 presents levels of impacts of Lipe Island tourism on social structure and 

relationships. Average scores to determine levels of positive impacts were 3.43 for relationship with 

foreigners, 2.95 for relationships with Thai business people from mainland, 2.88 for relationships with 

public health officers, and 2.67 for relationships with teachers on the island. 
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 Average scores to determine levels of negative impacts were 3.92 for relationships with 

marine park officers, 3.59 for relationships with community leaders, 3.42 for community co-

operations, 3.36 for relationships with police and navy officers, 3.34 for relationships with the island’s 

local administrators, 3.32 for relationships with relatives, 3.31 for relationships with  fellow Urak 

Lawoi in community, 3.19 for relationships with cultural leaders, 3.11 for trust among family 

members and 2.93 for relationships with fishery officers.  

 

6.2.4 Impacts of Lipe Island tourism on daily life 

 Lipe Island tourism had positive impacts on daily life of the Urak Lawoi in terms of out 

speaking/doing (50.8 percent) with an average impact score of 2.72. Its negative impacts were lottery 

gambling (51.6 percent) with an average impact score of 3.43 (Tables 17 and 18). 

 

Table 17 - Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Daily Life 

Impact on No Impact Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Duty as a housewife 94(73.4) 25(19.5) 9(7.0) 

Duty as a husband 93(72.7) 25(19.5) 10(7.8) 

Duty as an elder’s of the family 96(75.0) 22(17.2) 10(7.8) 

Alcohol consumption 63(49.2) 12(9.4) 53(41.4) 

Mutual lending circle/Money chain 104(81.3) 6(4.7) 18(14.1) 

Stock market/Lottery gambling 51(39.8) 11(8.6) 66(51.6) 

Self-confident 53(41.4) 65(50.8) 10(7.8) 

Roles of women and youth in community 

development 
66(51.6) 46(35.9) 16(12.5) 

 

 

Table 18 - Levels of Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Daily Life 

Impact on 

Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Stock market/Lottery gambling - - 3.43 High 

Self-confident 2.72 Medium - - 
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6.2.5 Impacts of Lipe island tourism on Costumes 

 The Urak Lawoi viewed impacts of Lipe Island tourism in terms of costumes in only positive 

ways. Costumes of mature female were viewed as positive impacts (61.7 percent), costumes of mature 

male (57 percent), costumes of teenager female (52.3 percent), costumes of elders (50 percent), and 

costumes of teenager male (49.2 percent) with an average score of 3.25, 3.23, 3.10, 3.22 and 3.09, 

respectively (Tables19 and 20). 

 

Table 19 - Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Costumes 

Impact on No Impact Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Costumes of female teenager in 

your family 
49(38.3) 67(52.3) 12(9.4) 

Costumes of male teenager in 

your family 
59(46.1) 63(49.2) 6(4.7) 

Costumes of mature female in 

your family 
46(35.9) 79(61.7) 3(2.3) 

Costumes of mature male in your 

family 
52(40.6) 73(57.0) 3(2.3) 

Costumes of mature elders in 

your family 
62(48.4) 64(50.0) 2(1.6) 

 

Table 20 - Levels of Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Costumes 

Impact on 

Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Average 

impacts 
Level of impacts 

Average 

impacts 
Level of impacts 

Costumes of female 

teenager in your 

family 

3.10 Medium - - 

Costumes of male 

teenager in your 

family 

3.09 Medium - - 

Costumes of mature 

female in your family 
3.25 Medium - - 

Costumes of mature 

male in your family 
3.23 Medium - - 

Costumes of mature 

elders in your family 
3.22 Medium - - 
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6.2.6 Impacts of Lipe Island tourism on food consumption behaviors 

 As shown in Table 21, most issues of food consumption behaviors had no or positive impacts 

from Lipe Island tourism. The most significant impacts were varieties and types of food (56.3 

percent), home cooking (47.7 percent), and number of meals per day (46.9 percent).  A negative issue 

was fish processing (46.9 percent). The Urak Lawoi viewed the following issues as having no impacts 

from tourism, i.e., traditional ways of cooking (55.5 percent), promotion of Urak Lawoi food culture 

(52.3 percent), home cooking (45.3 percent) and local food ingredients found around the island (39.8 

percent). 

 

Table 21 - Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Food Consumption Behaviors 

Impact on No Impact Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Number of meals per day 53(41.4) 60(46.9) 15(11.7) 

Varies/types of food 47(36.7) 72(56.3) 9(7.0) 

Home cooking 58(45.3) 61(47.7) 9(7.0) 

Traditional ways of cooking 71(55.5) 49(38.3) 8(6.3) 

Promotion of Urak Lawai food 

culture 
67(52.3) 47(36.7) 14(10.9) 

Local food ingredients found 

around the island 
51(39.8) 38(29.7) 39(30.5) 

Seafood processing/preserving 40(31.3) 28(21.9) 60(46.9) 

 

Table 22 - Levels of Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Food Consumption Behaviors 

Impact on 

Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Average 

impacts 
Level of impacts 

Average 

impacts 
Level of impacts 

Number of meals per 

day 
2.93 Medium - - 

Varies/types of food 2.97 Medium - - 

Home cooking 3.03 Medium - - 

Seafood 

processing/preserving 
- - 3.12 Medium 

 

 The levels of impacts of island tourism on food consumption behaviors are presented in Table 

22. For positive impacts, the scores were at moderate levels. These issues were home cooking (3.03), 

varieties/types of food (2.97) and number of meals per days (2.93).  
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 The negative impact was at moderate level. It was seafood processing/preserving (3.12). 

 

6.2.7 Impacts of Lipe Island tourism on language 

 Most of the Urak Lawoi indicated that there was no impact from tourism with respect to language. A 

significantly positive impact was their English speaking in the family (55.5 percent) and the impact 

level was 2.40. 

 

Table 23 - Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Language 

Impact on No Impact Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Speaking Urak Lawoi language in 

your family 
96(75.0) 21(16.4) 11(8.6) 

Speaking Thai language in your 

family 
80(62.5) 41(32.0) 7(5.5) 

Reading/writing Thai language in 

your family 
71(55.5) 47(36.7) 10(7.8) 

Speaking English language in your 

family 
46(35.9) 71(55.5) 11(8.6) 

Reading/writing English language 

in your family 
60(46.9) 49(38.3) 19(14.8) 

Social value of using Urak Lawoi 

language for community 

communication 

87(68.0) 31(24.2) 10(7.8) 

Social value of using Thai 

language for community 

communication 

75(58.6) 50(39.1) 3(2.3) 

Social value of using English 

language for community 

communication 

67(52.3) 48(37.5) 13(10.2) 

 

6.2.8 Impacts of Lipe Island tourism on sanitation and health 

 As shown in Table 24, most of the impacts on sanitation and health were negative. They are 

garbage and waste management (75 percent), public and underground water supply (70.3 percent) and 

sanitary conditions of the Urak Lawoi (53.9 percent). There was only one positive impact, medication 

(63.3 percent). 
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Table 24 - Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Sanitation and Health 

Impact on No Impact Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Garbage and waste management 

on the island 
5(3.9) 27(21.1) 96(75.0) 

Public and underground water 

supply 
16(12.5) 22(17.2) 90(70.3) 

Sanitary condition of Urak Lawai 12(9.4) 47(36.7) 69(53.9) 

Medication 18(14.1) 81(63.3) 29(22.7) 

 

Table 25 - Level of Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Sanitation and Health 

Impact on 

Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Garbage and waste management on 

the island 
- - 3.97 High 

Public and underground water 

supply 
- - 3.81 High 

Sanitary condition of Urak Lawai - - 3.46 High 

Medication 2.88 Medium - - 

 

Levels of impacts as shown in Table 25 revealed that moderate impact was on medication 

(2.88), while all three negative impacts were high, garbage and waste management (3.97), public and 

underground water supply (3.81) and sanitary conditions of the Urak Lawoi (3.46). 

6.2.9 Impacts of Lipe Island tourism on education 

 Most of education issues as a result from Lipe Island tourism were shown no impact. From an 

in-depth interview, the Urak Lawoi increasingly gave high importance to education of their off-

springs, especially to attend Adang Island School (situated on Lipe Island). They did not think that 

Lipe Island tourism had either significantly positive or negative impacts on education issues such as 

trade-off between education and work in family fisheries, mainland education of Urak Lawoi off-

springs and their higher levels of education. 
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Table 26 - Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Education 

Impact on No Impact Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Education of Urak Lawai 

offspring’s on the island 
55(43.0) 51(39.8) 22(17.2) 

High level education of Urak 

Lawai offspring’s 
64(50.0) 50(39.1) 14(10.9) 

Mainland education of Urak 

Lawai offspring’s 
88(68.8) 32(25.0) 8(6.3) 

Trade-off between education and 

working in family fishery 
95(74.2) 20(15.6) 13(10.2) 

Multicultural education 51(39.8) 37(28.9) 40(31.3) 

 

6.2.10 Impacts of Lipe Island tourism on cultures, traditions and beliefs 

 As shown in Table 27, both positive and negative impacts of tourism on Urak Lawoi cultures, 

traditions and beliefs were not distinctive. However, the Urak Laowi indicated that some issues have 

no impact on their cultures, traditions and beliefs. 

 Noticeably negative impacts were morals and honesty (59.4 percent), social classes and 

inferiority of the Urak Lawoi (56.3 percent), obedience and respect to elders (54.7 percent), traditional 

cultures and ceremonies such as ceremonial boat functions (46.9 percent), and social values, 

traditional beliefs and lifestyles (46.1 percent). 

 

Table 27 - Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Cultures, Traditions and Beliefs 

Impact on No Impact Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Spread of Urak Lawai cultures 55(43.0) 37(28.9) 36(28.1) 

Uniqueness of Urak Lawai 55(43.0) 37(28.9) 36(28.1) 

Expression of Urak Lawai’s 

uniqueness 

56(43.8) 44(34.4) 38(29.7) 

Traditional cultures and 

ceremonies such as ceremonial 

boat functions 

29(22.7) 39(30.5) 60(46.9) 

Social values, traditional beliefs 

and lifestyles 

39(30.5) 30(23.4) 59(46.1) 

Obedience and respect to elders 29(22.7) 29(22.7) 70(54.7) 

Social classes and inferiority of 

the Urak Lawoi 

41(32.0) 15(11.7) 72(56.3) 

Morals and honesty 25(19.5) 27(21.1) 76(59.4) 
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Table 28 - Level of Impacts of Lipe Island Tourism on Cultures, Traditions and Beliefs 

Impact on 

Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Average 

impacts 

Level of 

impacts 

Traditional cultures and ceremonies such 

as ceremonial boat functions 
- - 3.20 Medium 

Social values, traditional beliefs and 

lifestyles 
- - 3.15 Medium 

Obedience and respect to elders - - 3.13 Medium 

Social classes and inferiority of the Urak 

Lawoi 
- - 3.11 Medium 

Morals and honesty -  3.34 Medium 

 

 Levels of negative impacts are shown in Table 28.  It was found that all of the negative 

impacts on Urak Lawoi cultures, traditions and beliefs were at moderate levels. They were morals and 

honesty (3.34); traditional cultures and ceremonies such as ceremonial boat functions (3.20); and 

social values, traditional beliefs and lifestyles (3.15); obedience and respect to elders (3.13); and 

social classes and inferiority of the Urak Lawoi (3.11). 

 

The impacts of Lipe Island tourism to Urak Lawoi on several aspects are concluded as follow. 

1. House conditions. There were mostly positive impacts in terms of conveniences to commute 

and communication with the mainland. The negatives impacts were drug addiction of youths 

and less recreational areas around the houses. 

2. Livelihoods. There were mostly positive impacts especially in terms of income and 

opportunity to have alternative occupations in tourism businesses. Some negative impacts 

were quantity of fish caught, access to land on the island and access to sea grounds. 

3. Social structure and relationships. There were positive impacts in terms of relationship 

between Urak Lawoi families and foreigners, investment from Thai business people, and 

relationships with public health officers and teachers on the island. The negative impacts were 

community co-operations, relationships between Urak Lawoi and marine park officers, 

community leaders, police and navy officers, local administrators and Urak Lawoi relatives. 

4. Daily life. The positive impacts were out speaking and doing, while the negative impacts was 

lottery gambling. 

5. Costumes. The positive impact was in a form of mature female costumes. 
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6. Food and consumption. The positive impacts were home cooking and varieties and types of 

food consumption, and number of meals consumed per day. The negative impact was seafood 

processing/preserving. 

7. Language. There was no distinct impact, but a noticeable impact was positive in terms of 

family conversation in English. 

8. Sanitation and health. The positive impacts was medication, while the negative impacts were 

garbage and waste management on the island, public and underground water supply, and 

sanitary condition of the Urak Lawoi on the island. 

9. Education. There was no distinct impact. But the Urak Lawoi encouraged their off-springs to 

seek education on the island. 

10. Cultures, traditions and beliefs. There was no positive impact. The negative impacts were on 

moral and honesty, social classes and inferiority, obedience and respect to elders, traditional 

cultures and ceremonies, and social values, beliefs and lifestyles.   
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7. Urak Lawoi Institutional Arrangements 
 

Tourism development on Lipe Island has created visible changes in many aspects as discussed 

in earlier chapters. There are obviously many different stakeholders coming in to share the resources 

of this island. The direction of changes by these stakeholders is more toward tourism and economic 

development on an expense of some social and environmental aspects. The Urak Lawoi attempt to 

counter balancing these changes so as to share the benefits generated by the tourism businesses, and to 

maintain their integrity, cultures and obtain their rightful respect from these new stakeholders. At 

present, there are two Urak Lawoi groups, namely Long-tailed Boat Club and Lipe Island’s Urak 

Lawoi Club. 

 

7.1 Long-Tailed Boat Club 

 

Figure 36 - Long-tailed Boat Club 

 

 Long-tailed boat club is the first formal group of Urak Lawoi. It was established in 1999 as a 

result from the EU pilot project on marine ecosystem protection. The project had its objective to 

enhance and develop management capability of the URak Lawoi on Lipe Island. During the project 

period, there were activities to form Urak Lawoi groups such as tourist guide group, supplementary 

occupation group, but this group failed to continue after the end of the project. However, there was a 

birth of this long-tailed boat club to carry tourists from passenger boats to the island. Part of the 

income from this service was used as welfares for its members to repair boats, children education or 

other necessary expenditure. 
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All members of the long-tailed boat club are Urak Lawoi who have their own boats. Presently 

there are about 200 boats in the club, and these boats are registered with number for inspection. Some 

rules of this club are; 

- Prohibition to sell upper part of boat ticket. This is to check the total sale as in the past 

both upper and lower parts of the tickets were sold. 

- Daily record of service. This is to check the account of sale and net income that the 

members receive in each day. 

- More systematic work. Employees who work on monthly basis can have 3 days holiday 

in a month. 

Satun Province Administrative Organization constructed pier for passenger boats. long-tailed 

boats who transferred passengers at this pier had to pay 17 baht per boat. Tourists have to pay 50 baht 

to the boat operators and 20 baht for garbage management, a total of 70 baht per passenger. The 

distribution of this fee is shown in Figure 37. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37 - Distribution of fee from tourist income 
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7.2 Lipe Island’s Urak Lawoi Club 

This club was originated from the realization of development problems and their impacts, 

especially from tourism businesses, on the Urak Lawoi. Infrastructure development to support 

tourism, and local administrative arrangements have had dramatic impacts on social structure and 

livelihoods of the Urak Lawoi. The club was established in 2014 (Figure 38) with objectives to 

enhance the Urak Lawoi community for their capability to cope up with changes, and to protect their 

cultural and livelihood rights. The mission and rules of this club are described below. 

 

 

Figure 38 - Temporary office of Urak Lawoi Club 

Mission 

Mission of the Lipe Island’s Urak Lawoi Club are; 

1. To protect and generate collective actions to protect rights of the Urak Lawoi as the original 

inhabitants of the Lipe Island. Their importance as the Urak Lawoi must be recognized by 

concerned institutions. 

2. To promote traditional and develop new occupations with effective management system. 

3. To conserve Urak Lawoi cultures, traditions and lifestyles co-existing with the flourishing 

tourism businesses. 

4. To solve financial insecurity of the Urak Lawoi by establishing Urak Lawoi Community Bank 

on Lipe Island. 

5. To conserve terrestrial and marine natural resources in the boundary of Adang-Rawi-Lipe 

group of islands for future generations. 
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Expected Outcomes 

The expected outcomes are 

“Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island and Adang-Rawi group of island are strengthened, and developed for 

better quality of life and leading their lives in the society with happiness”. 

 

Rules and regulations for members 

 The rules and regulations set by the Lipe Island’s Urak Lawoi Club are; 

1. Members of the club must be URak Lawoi on Adang-Rawi-Lipe group of Islands or Urak 

Lawoi who immigrated into the island not less than 3 months, and must be above 20 years 

old. 

2. New membership is accepted on January of every year with the fee of 500 baht per member. 

3. Members are required to have monthly deposit of 200 baht. 

4. Members who wish to resign from the club, if being a member for less than a year, they with 

receive a refund of half of their saving. Members who are member for more than a year 

receive a full refund. 

5. Savings cannot be withdrawn, but it can be used as collateral for loan. 

6. Members who discontinue their savings for 3 months are automatically disqualified as 

members. 

7. Club’s fee is managed by the committee with members’ consent of directions. 

8. Members or committee members who found guilty of corruption are immediately removed 

from the membership without saving refund. 

9. Club committee must provide statement of expenditure to members every month. 

10. Members must be good citizens in a democratic environment with His Majesty the King as 

head of the country. 

Rules and regulations for the club committee are; 

1. Committee member must be a member of the club. 

2. Committee members must be elected by members of the club. 

3. Committee members have their due term of one year starting from their being elected, and 

members of the club must elect new committee members with fairness and transparency. 

4. Committee members must carry on their assigned duties with full efforts. 

5. Committee must conduct a meeting at least once a month. 

Financial rules of the club are; 

1. Members’ fee of 500 baht per member per month is for the club’s administration. 

2. Club’s office and its equipment are sought after with proper expenditure accounting. 

3. Club’s money is used as revolving funds to produce goods and services for the club’s income. 

4. Members’ fee is deposited in a Bank’s saving account in the name of the club. Withdraw can 

be made by 2 of 3 assigned names from committee members. 
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5. Interest or any benefit accruing from the saving account are transferred as income of the club. 

Net returns of the club (100 percent) are allocated as; 

1. Return to member 60 percent 

2. Fund for community 20 percent 

3. Office and facilities 10 percent 

4. Allowance for committee members 10 percent 

 

The club has other objectives to encourage members to save money and strengthen financial situation 

of members. The administrative structure of the club is shown in Figure 39. 

 

Figure 39 - Administration structure of Urak Lawoi club on Lipe Island 

 

 Urak Lawoi’s Products 

 The club plans to launch Urak Lawoi’s unique products such as Nam Prik Pla Yang Chao Ley 

or Urak Lawoi ‘s Spicy grilled fish dip, Weaving pandan mat (Pandanus odoratissimus), Coconut oil 

and Batik clothes. These products are under production experiments. Detailed description of these 

products are discussed below.  

 

1. Weaving pandan mat. This weaving pandan has been traditionally used to make mat for Urak 

Lawoi houses. But there were not many different products made from it. The club intends to 

add more value to this weaving pandan mat to make bags or other products. Current difficulty 

is that knowledge and interest to make weaving pandan mat is only in elders’ hands, and they 

need their off-springs to find raw materials for them. In addition, pandan is difficult to find on 

Lipe Island. It is found in abundant on Adang Island but it is in the jurisdiction of Tarutao 

Marine National park. The acquisition of the pandan may create conflicts with the Marine 

Park office. 
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2. Coconut oil. Coconut is widely grown on the island. The Urak Lawoi extract oil from coconut 

using hot pressed technique as; 

2.1) Grate coconut kernel and mix with water and squeeze to get coconut milk. 

2.2) Slowly heat the coconut milk for almost a day until clear separation of oil and water. 

2.3) Filter the oil and discard fiber and water. 

The club organized its members to make coconut oil only once. No more progress as its 

members are busy and to make coconut oil take a whole day. 

The coconut oil product was well received as members of the club are tourist business 

owners. The product was placed for sale in their businesses. But there has been no record of sale. 

 

3. Batik clothes. This was an idea from outsiders, not from the Urak Lawoi members. But the 

pattern is designed to reflect the Urak Lawoi’s unique characteristics. There is a private group 

called ArtWithi group who designs the pattern and sell these batik clothes at 800 baht per 

piece. The progress of the product is still under experiment, still not widely placed on the 

market as there was no shop attendant who could provide information about the background 

of the club and the design of the batik clothes. 

 

4. Spicy grilled fish dip. It is a traditional Urak Lawoi dip with a mixture of curry paste and 

grilled fish. The selling price is 50 baht per bottle. The cost of producing a bottle is 20 baht. 

The cooking of this dip is as follow. 

4.1) Make curry paste with a mixture of lemon grass, grilled chili, onion, garlic and black 

pepper. 

4.2) Pound the mixture with grilled fish, then sautéed for about 2-3 hours 

4.3) Put in a bottle. 

This dip can be kept outside a refrigerator for one week, longer time if kept in the refrigerator. 

The dip was tried out for one time. It was done to teach school children, then the product was 

sold by the club’s name. Then the experiment stopped because the members had no time to work 

more on the product as the tourist season started and school holiday. However, the club meeting 

proposed that each member could make his/her own product and sell to the club with member’s own 

label. There was no need to conduct any collective actions. 

The product was well received as at that time school children took their roles to sell to their 

parents, or others in the community. There were buyers from outside but there was no one to produce, 

and there was a lack of fish ingredient. 
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7.3 Overall and present problems of the Club 

 The committee members were nit completed and there was no clear rule about membership, 

especially the original members who were absent from the meeting as it was a tourist season. 

Previously the idea to set the club was for housewives who also worked more in number as employees 

of the resorts and hotels. But some male members wanted to participate and the first meeting was 

conducted. Later on it was the tourist season and not many members could attend the meeting. 

Moreover there was a problem of membership confusion. The problems can be summarized as; 

1. There has been no permanent coordinator of the club, no permanent club attendant. 

2. No initial budget to support the club to make community products. 

3. Lack of efficient public relations. 

4. Product designs were not attractive. 

5. No permanent office and lack of equipment. Currently the club uses Pizza making area of 

Khun Saengsom (Lipe Island home-stay) 

 

It can be observed that the Urak Lawoi has their group formation initiatives in response to the 

development from outside community. The well-established Long Tail Boat club shares benefits with 

other institutions and non-Urak Lawoi.  The Lipe Island’s Urak Lawoi Club, however, has neither 

supports from other institutions nor benefit sharing with others. Its operation has not been well settled 

because of time limits of its members, and lack of production technology. They need much more 

collective actions and technological assistance in terms of product designs and product 

standardization. These requirements are beyond current ability of the Urak Lawoi. 

 

7.4 Urak Lawoi community plan 

6.4.1 Long-tailed Boat Club 

The club needs its own Urak Lawoi piers, as the current pier is movable and can be relocated 

elsewhere. Some time there is only one pier which is over capacity and may be dangerous to tourists. 

 

6.4.2 Lipe Island’s Urak Lawoi Club 

 The Lipe Island’s Urak Lawoi Club is in need of;  

1. Its own website or other public relations to be the place to get information about the Urak 

Lawoi and cultures, as well as their present treats. 

2. Concerned offices to provide technical assistance to design Urak Lawoi products, to provide 

initial funds, and to act as mediators for the Urak Lawoi to connect with other funding 

agencies. The Urak Lawoi have problems with efficient communication and a lack of 

financial supports if they have to make several trips for the purposes. Its members may lost 

interest in involving with the club.  
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8. Conclusion 
 

The study on historical timeline from existing literature alongside with in-depth interviews of 

Urak Lawoi on Lipe Island indicated that the Urak Lawoi had gone though changes in several socio-

economic aspects such as land rights ownership, house conditions, household livelihoods, social 

structure and relationships, daily life, costumes, food consumption behaviors, language, sanitation and 

health, and education, cultures, traditions and beliefs. More Urak Lawoi are engaged in tourism 

businesses particularly in tourist season.  However they still maintain their traditional livelihoods in 

capture fishery especially in tourist off-season. Their indigenous knowledge on capture fisheries and 

cultures is continuously inherited in their bloodline, and transferred from generations to generations. 

Figure 40 presents a summary of Urak Lawoi’s indigenous knowledge that is mostly still in practices. 

 

1. Indigenous knowledge on capture fisheries. This knowledge is mainly in a form of making 

fishing gears. From time to time these fishing gears have been adapted in types and materials 

used depending on their availability, conveniences and usage life span. Most importantly, the 

Urak Lawoi unique styles of making them, coupled with their traditional beliefs have been 

transferred to younger generations. For example, Indo hook and line has to have an odd 

number of hooks due to their beliefs that they bring more fish that an even number. Therefore 

the Urak Lawoi use seven or nine hooks to make Indo hook and line fishing gear. In addition, 

material used to make lures attached to these hook has been changed from rhizome of spider 

lily to chicken or duck feathers. This adaptation was due to the time involved in making the 

lily lures. Moreover the Urak Lawoi started to raise chicken and duck in their backyards. 

Later these chicken and duck feather lures were replaced by colored nylon lures that were 

more sturdy, stronger, convenient and easier to find than feathers. 

2. Indigenous knowledge on nature observation and aquatic life habitats. This indigenous 

knowledge is vital for the Urak Lawoi as it is a precautionary measure before they decide to 

go into the sea for fishing. Life threatening storms and unexpected phenomena may occur 

during their fishing trips, which might cost their lives. The knowledge on aquatic life habitats 

helped them to locate fishing grounds where fish is abundant, and consequently the amount of 

catch. The word “Nam Doen or running water” is the ancient Urak Lawoi word common to 

both older and younger generations to convey the site where water currents meet. This site 

has been observed the abundance of fish. In addition, observation of sea birds’ flying 

direction leads to aquatic life habitats. The Urak Lawoi observe location of coral reefs in deep 

water when they drop the boat’s anchors and listen to the echo. If there is an echo, then there 

are coral reefs lie beneath it. The coral reefs location is further memorized by angles with and 

radius of trees on the nearby islands. Nature observation is important indigenous knowledge 

as it involves life safety. Observation of natural changes and calamity experiences have 
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helped the Urak Lawoi to escape from death and destruction, i.e., observation of wave to 

predict storms, observation of sky horizon and animals’ abnormal behaviors to predict 

changes in weather pattern and tsunami. 

 

 

Figure 40 - Indigenous Knowledge of Urak Lawoi 

 
3. Indigenous knowledge on cultures and traditions. This knowledge concerns about the Urak 

Lawoi ‘s beliefs and  following cultures and traditions to support them. Animism behaviors, 

ancestor worshipping and faith in nature are reflected in the tradition of ceremonial boat 

functions, sea turtle worships (Yapinyu), sea worship (Puya Lawoi) and eradication of bad 

karma (Tulabala). Moreover there still exist beliefs in superstition and spells to cure diseases 

among the Urak Lawoi. During the social restructuring that converted the Urak Lawoi to be 

the believers in Buddhism, these beliefs remained the same. Some functions were cut short or 

combined with others to become more cohesive. At the time of flourishing and intensive 

tourism, these functions have been given less important. Only the bi-annually ceremonial boat 

function is still active during the full moon nights of sixth and eleventh months on lunar 

calendar. This function resembles the beliefs of ancestor and Toh-kiri (the first settler of the 

Lipe Island) worshipping. The floating of the ceremonial boat is to request pardon from the 

sea that provides them with livelihoods and it is combined with the eradication of bad karma 

using the ghost pole.  The ceremonial boat function and eradication of bad karma take three 

days and nights to complete. Other functions such as Yapinyu, Puya Lawoi and Tulabala has 

ceased their influences. 
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        The present Urak Lawoi have vowed to continue their indigenous knowledge although there are 

limits in conducting traditional fishing methods. These limits are mainly by laws, i.e., the 

announcement of marine park area, new regulations on existing fishing gears and prohibition of some 

fishing gears such as floating net that may be harmful to coral. But the overall and most dominant 

impact on the Urak Lawoi resources is the coming of outsiders. These outsiders are classified into two 

groups, (1) the outsiders who come on the island to conduct their businesses, either temporarily or 

permanently. Some are engaged in marriages with the Urak Lawoi. Some hired the Urak Lawoi’s land 

and establish independent or joint-venture tourism businesses. These temporary opportunity seekers 

are concentrated during the tourist season, (2) the visitors such as Thai and foreign tourists and 

laborers. These tourists stay on the island for a short period, and they are the main aim in tourism 

businesses.  Most laborers are construction workers and stay on the island on a contract basis. 

 

 These outsiders generate change on the Lipe Island. As shown in Figure 41, There are several 

stakeholder groups in tourism on the island. Each of them creates different levels of positive and 

negative impacts on the Urak Lawoi’s socio-economic issues. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 41 - Stakeholder Groups of Lipe Island’s Tourism 
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It can be seen that there are several stakeholder groups sharing benefits from Lipe Island 

tourism businesses. The number of stakeholder groups in the tourism businesses is more than those in 

fisheries and most of them are more outsiders than locals (Figure 42). Even though the Urak Lawoi 

fishers encounter negative impacts in terms of longer distance and time for fishing from the tourism 

businesses, they also gain some mutual benefits in terms of establishing their own tourism businesses 

and getting employment in tourism-related businesses. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42 - Stakeholder Groups of Lipe Island Fisheries 

 

Summary of Lipe Island fishers’ livelihood impact levels from tourism development is shown 

in Table 29. Both positive and negative impacts were measured as average score with the maximum 

value of five. 
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Table 29  - Lipe Island’s Fisher Livelihood Iimpact Levels from Ttourism Development 

Items 

Positive Impact Negative Impact 

Score 
Level of 

Impact 
Score 

Level of 

Impact 

1. Household status     

Recreation areas around houses - - 3.30 Moderate 

Changing housing materials (wood, concrete) 3.10 Moderate - - 

Drug addiction among youths - - 3.86 High 

Convenient commuting with mainland 3.57 High - - 

Convenient commuting on the island 3.46 High - - 

Convenient access to electricity 3.44 High - - 

2. Occupation     

Opportunities for alternative occupations such as 

long-tail boat operators, employees in 

restaurants and resorts 

3.50 High - - 

Income increments 3.54 High - - 

Fish harvest - - 3.47 High 

Access to land on the island - - 3.43 High 

Access to sea grounds - - 3.36 High 

3. Social relationship     

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

relation 
- - 3.32 Moderate 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

Urak Lawoi in community 
- - 3.31 Moderate 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

community leaders 
- - 3.59 High 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

cultural leaders 
- - 3.19 Moderate 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

public health officers 
2.88 Moderate - - 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

teachers on the island 
2.67 Moderate - - 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

police/navy officers 
- - 3.36 

Moderate 
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Items 

Positive Impact Negative Impact 

Score 
Level of 

Impact 
Score 

Level of 

Impact 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and  

local administrators 
- - 3.34 

Moderate 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and  

fishery officers 
- - 2.93 Moderate 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and  

marine park officers 
- - 3.92 High 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and 

foreigners 
3.43 High - - 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and  

Thai business people from mainland 
2.95 Moderate - - 

Trust among family members - - 3.11 Moderate 

Community co-operations - - 3.42 High 

Negotiation power with external sectors - - 3.57 High 

4. Daily life     

Stock market/Lottery gambling - - 3.43 High 

Self-confident 2.72 Moderate - - 

5. Costumes     

Female teenager 3.10 Moderate - - 

Male teenager 3.09 Moderate - - 

Mature female 3.25 Moderate - - 

Mature male 3.23 Moderate - - 

Elders 3.22 Moderate - - 

6. Consumption/Meal     

Number of meals per day 2.93 Moderate - - 

Varies/types of food 2.97 Moderate - - 

Home cooking 3.03 Moderate - - 

Seafood processing/preserving - - 3.12 Moderate 

7. Language     

English speaking in family 2.53 Low   

8. Sanitation and health     

Garbage and waste management on the island - - 3.97 High 

Public and underground water supply - - 3.81 High 
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Items 

Positive Impact Negative Impact 

Score 
Level of 

Impact 
Score 

Level of 

Impact 

Sanitary condition of Urak Lawoi - - 3.46 High 

Medication 2.88 Moderate - - 

9. Culture     

Traditional cultures and ceremonies such as 

ceremonial boat functions 
- - 3.20 

Moderate 

Socail values, traditional beliefs and lifestyles - - 3.15 Moderate 

Obedience and respect to elders - - 3.13 Moderate 

Socail classes and inferiority of the Urak Lawoi - - 3.11 Moderate 

Moral / integrity -  3.34 Moderate 

 

From Table 29, it can be seen that livelihood of Urak Lawai has high positive changes in terms 

of their household status, costume, and consumption than negative changes. While their social 

relationship, Sanitation and health, and culture have high negative changes. However, occupation and 

daily life are equally changed positively as well as negatively. 

According to each score of sub-indicators, it is clearly seen that garbage management, 

relationships with the park officers, drug addiction of youth were the most reported negative change. 

Among the positive changes indicated by the respondents were convenience to travel to the mainland, 

income, and alternative tourism related occupation, respectively. 

The Urak Lawoi have adapted themselves not only to the changing livelihood environments, 

but also on preserved their inherited rights of being Urak Lawoi. They have established two formal 

groups with the purpose for self help, income generation and conserving Urak Lawoi identity. These 

two groups are; 

 

1. Long-tailed Boat club. This group was established some years ago comprising of Urak Lawoi 

who used their fishing boats during tourist season. This group was re-structured in 2013-1014 

with scheduled meetings and proportional income distribution. The Urak Lawoi obtain 

income from this tourist boat operation and have contribution to garbage management on the 

island. About 15 percent of the income is shared with outside stakeholders such as 

government offices and other related private businesses in terms of rent for piers, although 

there is not enough pier to support tourists at some duration. 

2. Lipe Island’s Urak Lawoi club.  This group was established after the Long-tailed boat club. It 

comprises of mainly Urak Lawoi  housewives who produce Urak Lawoi’s spicy grilled fish 

dip and Batik clothes. The objective of this group is to protect the Urak Lawoi’s rights and 
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seek solutions for their livelihoods. The benefits generated from the group’s activities are 

intended for the group and its members’ development as shown in Figure 43. 

 

 

Figure 43 - Benefit Sharing from the Lipe Island’ s Urak Lawoi Club 
 

The club has its own operations with proper administrative structure, and a large number of 

members. At the beginning of 2014 the club proposed its unique products to launch. The pioneering 

product was spicy grilled fish dip as it had good taste and distinct from other similar products. The 

club conducted sale experiments encouraging school children to perform this task. The product was 

well received, but there were internal problems that the club’s progress was barred. The main problem 

was the club’s office space which was operated inside the Lipe Home-stay, and there was a problem 

of insufficient operational budget. The key club committee members expressed an interest to continue 

with the club, but it still needed supports from concerned institutions to act as mediators between the 

Urak Lawoi and other similar funds. The club is still in need of public relations to spread the news of 

the club to outsiders, and to collect all information about the Urak Lawoi, their livelihoods, their 

indigenous knowledge, their cultures and to present problem issues that show the outsiders their co-

existence as Thai nationals. 

In summary, Lipe island is in transitional period for development while attempting to 

preserve its Urak Lawoi socio-cultural livelihoods and identity. The present Urak Lawoi are aiming to 

balance tourism development with their traditional way of life. However, this research found that 

local knowledge and Urak Lawoi identity was disappearing along side with incoming of 

modernization. The Urak Lawoi, in turn, can acquired an improvement in communication with 

foreign languages, occupational opportunity, more exposed to knowledge, skills and attributes, etc. 

There was initiative to form groups to maintain rights and preserve the Urak Lawoi’s identity in the 

Profit 
100% 

Dividends to 
member 60% 

Maintenaence 
to the club 

10% 

Returns to the Club's 
committee members 

10% 

Community 
Fund 20% 
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era of rapid changes and modernization. The objectives of the groups are not only aiming at Urak 

Lawoi, identity preservation, but also to enhance access to local knowledge and promote them to 

wider audiences. Present decarmation of the Urak Lawoi’s right by outsiders must also be heard by 

the authority and general public.  
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Appendix1: List of Aquatic Animal from Field Interview 
 

Common Name Picture 

Longfin cavalla 

 

Rainbow runner 

 

Spanish mackerel 

 

Hardtail scad 

 

Yellow queenfish 

 

Indo-pacific Spanish mackerel 

 

Billfish 

 

True eel 
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Common Name Picture 

Brown spotted grouper 

 

Tiger grouper 

 

Orange-spotted grouper 

 

Leopard grouper 

 

Snake skin gourami 

 

Parrotfish 

 

Spadefish 
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Common Name Picture 

Spiny lobster 

 

Indian mackerel 

 

Striped large-eye bream 

 

Green shrimp 

 

King kong Shrimp 

 

Gamat 

 

Black sea cucumber 
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Common Name Picture 

Holothuria scabra 

 

Nile top shell 

 

Scaly giant clam 

 

Pearl shell 

 

Longtail tuna 
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Appendix2: Questionnaire 

 

Questionnaire 

Explanation and Objective of the Questionnaire 
 This questionnaire is a data collection tool in a project entitled, “Local questionnaire is a data 

collection tool in a project entitled, “Local Ecological Knowledge and Benefit Sharing Approaches 

for Small-island Fishery/Tourism Management in Lipe Island, Andaman Sea, Thailand”. The 

questionnaire survey has objectives (1) to investigate economic aspects of tourism on the management 

of marine protected areas, and (2) to analyze factors affecting the social changes of Urak Lawoi 

people, its baseline social changes and resilience. The research project is under the responsibility of 

Department of Agriculture Development, Faculty of Natural Resources, Prince of Songkla University. 

Information contained in the questionnaire is strictly confidential.   

 

1. Interviewee’s information 

1.1 Name 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

1.2 Relationship with head of the family 

............................................................................................ 

2. Family member 

2.1. Total family members?  ____  (including all members who reside in the same house or members 

who happen to work far from the family but return home or send money back home at least every 6 

months) 

2.2  2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.10 
No. Name  

(Nickname) 

 

 

Age 

(if les than 

one year 

old, denote 

as 0) 

 

Relationship with 

head of the 

family 

1. head 

2. sprouse 

3. son/daughter 

4. parents 

5. others 

Marital status 

0. single 

1. married with 

Urak Lawoi 

Tradition 

2.registed 

3.seperated 

4. devorced 

Sex 

1. Male 

2. Female 

3.Others 

Education 
0. none 

1.compulsony level 

2.secondary school 

level 

3. high school level 

ปลาย 
4.vocational school 

level 

5.graduate 

6.post graduate 

7.others 

Main 

occupation 
(codes 

below) 

 

 

Miner 

occupation 
(codes 

below) 

 

Member of 

a group, 

association 

in the 

community 

1. yes 

2.no 

1          

2          

3          

4          

5          

6          

7          

8          

9          

10          

11          

12          

13          

14          
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Occupation Codes:  0. None  1. Fisherman  2. Long tail boat drive  3.Speed boat and Ferry service 4.Tourist guide and driving 5. Restaurant 

business  6. Resort and accommodation business  7. Employee in tourism business (codes4-6) 8. Grocery 9. Fishery boat repair and maintenance 

10. Seafood trader 11 Seafood processing/preserving 12. Building construction 13. General  laborers 14. Government officer/ Local administrative 

officer/Government service 15. Employee (non government organization) 16. Student 17. Housewife 18. Business owner (specify)  ....................... 

 19. others (specify) .................                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

 

2.11  Type of family 

____ 1. Cluster families  ____ 2. Nucleus family  

2.12  Native family 

____  1. Native to Lipe island ____  2. Immigration from Province  ...........................  

2.13  Any member of your family working out site the Lipe island.  

 ____ 1.Yes   member ........... person   working at .................................... 

       working at.......................................... 

       working at........................................... 

____ 2. No   

2.14  Do you think about migratory to live out site the Lipe island.  

____ 1. No     because .................................................................................... 

____ 2.Yes because ....................................................................................   

3. Occupation 

3.1. What is the two most important occupation of your family?  (see occupation codes below) 

First  ____   Second  ____ 

3.2. Before tourism development, What is your family main occupation and supplementary 

occupation. (see occupation codes below) 

main occupation ____         supplementtary occupation ____ 

3.3. Any member of your family have to change occupation within this 5 years. 

 ____ 1. Yes                   ____ 2.No 

If yes please explain from what occupation to what occupation (see occupation codes below) 

1. Previous occupation ____    New occupation  ____     

Occupation Codes:  0. None  1. Fisherman  2. Long tail boat drive  3.Speed boat and Ferry service 4.Tourist guide and driving 5. Restaurant 

business  6. Resort and accommodation business  7. Employee in tourism business (codes4-6) 8. Grocery 9. Fishery boat repair and maintenance 

10. Seafood trader 11. Seafood processing/preserving 12. Building construction 13. General  laborers 14. Government officer/ Local administrative 

officer/Government service 15. Employee (non government organization) 16. Student 17. Housewife 18. Business owner (specify)  ....................... 

19. others (specify) .................                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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2. Previous occupation ____    New occupation   ____  

3.4. If occupation changes please explain. 

____ 1. Better income 

____ 2.Working less hours 

____ 3. less manual work 

____ 4. Others (specify)....................................................  

3.5. Total monthly income of your family from main occupation and supplementary occupation 

before the tourism development arrived.   

____ 1. Less than 5,000 Baht ____ 2. 5,001-10,000 Baht 

____ 3. 10,001-15,000 Baht ____ 4. 15,001-20,000 Baht 

____ 5. 20,001-25,000 Baht ____ 6. 25,001-30,000 Baht 

____ 7. 30,001-35,000 Baht ____ 8. More than 35,000 Baht 

3.6.   At present how much your family monthly income from main and supplementary 

occupation after the flourishing to tourism business on the island 

____ 1. Less than 5,000 Baht ____ 2. 5,001-10,000 Baht 

____ 3. 10,001-15,000 Baht ____ 4. 15,001-20,000 Baht 

____ 5. 20,001-25,000 Baht ____ 6. 25,001-30,000 Baht 

____ 7. 30,001-35,000 Baht ____ 8. More than 35,000 Baht 

3.7. Main income of your family. 

 ____ 1. Fisherman    ____ 2.  Employee of Tao Kae fishery 

 ____ 3. Tourism Business owner  ____ 4. Employee in tourism Business  

____ 5. General  laborers   ____ 5. 

 Others............................................  

3.8. Is your family is a subordinate of the Tao Kae system. 

____ 1.Yes     ____ 2.  No 

3.9. At present is your family still a subordinate of the Tao Kae system 

____ 1. Yes    ____ 2.  No 

 

 3.10. In the past 5 years, how many of your family member left the Lipe island to seek for work 

out site the island 
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Regular work = ____   person      Seasonal work = ____   person   

4.  Livelihoods 
4.1. Please explain type physical characteristic of your house 

 ____ 1. Traditional Urak Lawoi Houses 

____ 2. Half lifted wooden house with tin or sheet roof 

____ 3. One-story semi-concrete and wooden house  

____ 4. Two-story wooden house 

____ 5. Modern style concrete house 

____ 6. Others (specify)................................................................... 

4.2. Problem of lifestyle nowadays  (You can answer more than one chooses and pleases priority) 

 ____ 1. warren 

____ 2. Exclusion of housing rights  

____ 3. Exclusion of land and beach access 

____ 4. Exclusion of sea access 

____ 5. Electricity supply shortage 

____ 6. fresh water supply shortage 

____ 7. Others (specify)................................................................... 

4.3. What is  diseases your family member in last 5 years 

____ 1. diarrhea 

____ 2. Decompression illness 

____ 3. fever 

____ 4. skin diseases 

____ 5. Others (specify)................................................................... 
 

4.4. When the member of your family got sick, Where do you take than to cure? 

____ 1. Public Health Office   ____ 2. At the hospital on the mainland 

____ 3. Buying medicine from the drugstore ____ 4. Local Urak Lawoi oarsmen 

____ 5. Others (specify) ................................................................... 

4.5. What are beliefs of you and your family? (can answer  more than 1) 

 ____ 1. Ghost spirit and ancestor spirit ____ 2. virtue/sin 
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 ____ 3. Horoscope   ____ 4. black magic 

 ____ 5. Others (specify) ........................................................... 

4.6. You and your family member join the Urak Lawoi ceremonies below or not (check ) and 

why  

ceremonies joined not joined reason 
1. Ceremonial boat    
2. Yapinyu tradition     
3. Puya Lawoi    
4. Tulabala tradition    
5. Others (specify) 

1..................... 
   

                      2......................    
 

4.7. What are you properties do you owner? (Data Collector: every check need to answer) 

properties Yes No properties Yes No properties Yes No 

palm leaf roof   loan credit   hook   

concrete roof   television   Trap nets   

tin sheet  roof   mobile phone   Bottom nets    

wooden wall   refrigerator   spear   
concrete wall   computer   Wooden 

spear 

  

concrete floor   bicycle   Water tank   

Wooden floor   motorcycle   Water pump   

Proper WC toilet   rowboat   electric 

generator 

  

open air toilet   motorboat   poultry   

         

 

4.8. Please estimate your house and land value, How much?   __________ Bath 

4.9. What is the type of your land rights ownership? 

____ 1. Sor Kor 1 *   ____ 2. Land certificate  (Nor Sor 3/Nor Sor 

3Kor)** 

____ 3. from ancestor   ____ 4. Occupied land 

____ 5. Have no land   ____ 6.  Others (specify) ....................................... 

*1.Notification of land tenure, land is evidence that they exist    **2. Testimonials competent 

ot serve the property 

 

 

4.10. If there is someone want to by your land will you sell 

____ 1. Yes  ____ 2. No  ____ 3. not sure 

 

4.11. Average household expenditure for the past  ุ  month and annual (check if the is expenditure) 
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Item 

last 6 

month 

(amount) 

Last 

year 

() 

Item 

last 6 

month 

(amount) 

Last 

year 

() 

Clothing   Investment in fisheries   

Education for 

children 
  Wage   

Travel   
Investment in tourism 

business 
  

Hospital/medicine   Debt payment (cash)   

Electricity   Debt payment (non-cash)   

Drinking water   Religions-Donation-Beliefs   

House build / repair   
Customary –Donation-

Culture 
  

Boat/Fishery repair   
Social consideration – 

Society 
  

Livestock farming   
Others 

____________________ 
  

 

4.12. Does your family income nowadays enough for the expenditure 

____ 1. enough but does not have saving 

____ 2.  enough and have saving 

____ 3.  not enough 

 

4.13. If your income is not enough for the expenditure, What is the solution (answer More than 

1) 

____ 1. Borrow from relative (no interest) ____ 2. Mutual lending circle/money chain 

____ 3. Take valuable property to pawn shop ____ 4. selling land 

____ 5. borrow money Tao Kae  ____ 6. loaning from non-bank system 

                                    (with interest) 

____ 7. Buy goods with credit card  ____ 8. loaning from bank system 

____ 9. Others (specify) ................................................................ 

 
5.  Change from tourist activity 

5.1.  What is the impact from tourism to you and your family 

____ 1. create income  ____ 2. create occupation ____ 3. no impact 

____ 4. negative impact  ____ 5. Others (specify) .......................................... 
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5.2. What level change of tourism to your Urak Lawoi social 

 ____ 1. The most changes ____ 2. Much changes 

 ____ 3. Medium changes ____ 4.Less changes 

 ____ 5. No change 

5.3. Does tourism development make the land high price? … Why? 

 ____ 1.Yes because .................................................................................... 

____ 2.No becuase ................................................................................ 

5.4. Before the tourism development do you have your owned land 

____ 1. Yes ____ 2. No 

5.5. At present do you have your owned land 

____ 1. Yes ____ 2. No 

5.6. When tourism development arrived, Did you sell your land? 

 ____ 1. Yes       number................plot Value at............................. Baht 

  land sold to ____ local people  ____ outsider 

  You use money from land sell for ................................................................................ 

 ____ 2. No 

5.7. Did you have confiscation of right to stay on land 

 ____ 1. Yes   ____ 2. No 

5.8.  Did you have land dispute/court case on land rights ownership?  

____ 1. Yes   ____ 2. No 

5.9.  What is forest product/timber product/fruit and vegetable from nature that you harvest? 

 ____ 1. Mushroom ____ 2. Bamboo shoot  ____ 3. Herbs ____ 4. Red ant’s egg   

  ____ 5. Rattan        ____ 6. Others (specify)................................................................... 
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6. Impact of Lipe island tourism to your family 
What is tourism on Lipe island impact to your family  

5= most 4= Much 3= Medium   2= little 1= least 

Impact on No 

Impact 

Level positive 

Impacts 

Level  negative 

Impacts 

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 

1. House Conditions            
Relocation of houses            
Land ownership            
Recreation areas around houses            
Changing housing materials (wood, concrete)            
Drug addiction among youths            
Convenient commuting with mainland            
Convenient commuting on the island            
Convenient access to electricity            
Private life of household members            
Quality of life and other household facilities            
Coastal erosion damaging houses            
            
2. Household livelihoods            
Opportunities for alternative occupations such as long-tail 

boat operators, employees in restaurants and resorts 
           

Income increments            
Fishery Tao Kae system            
Fish harvest            
Access to land on the island            
Access to sea grounds            
Transfer of fishing intelligence knowledge            
Agriculture on the island            
Establishment of own business            
Illegal fishing in marine park            
Debt burden            
            
3. Social Structure and Relationships            
Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and relatives            
Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and Urak Lawoi 

in community 
           

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and community 

leaders 
           

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and cultural 

leaders 
           

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and public health 

officers 
           

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and teachers on            
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Impact on No 

Impact 

Level positive 

Impacts 

Level  negative 

Impacts 

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 

the island 

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and police/navy 

officers 
           

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and local 

administrators 
           

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and fishery 

officers 
           

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and marine park 

officers 
           

Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and foreigners            
Relationship between Urak Lawoi family and Thai business 

people from mainland 
           

Inter marriage between Urak Lawoi family and outsider            
Emigration of member of Urak Lawoi family            
Immigration of member of Urak Lawoi family            
Trust among family members            
            
4. Daily Life            
Duty as a housewife            
Duty as a husband            
Duty as an elder’s of the family            
Alcohol consumption            
Mutual lending circle/Money chain            
Stock market/Lottery gambling            
            
5. Costumes            
Costumes of female teenager in your family            
Costumes of male teenager in your family            
Costumes of mature female in your family            
Costumes of mature male in your family            
Costumes of mature elders in your family            
            
6. Food Consumption Behaviors            
Number of meals per day            
Varies/types of food            
Home cooking            
Traditional ways of cooking            
Promotion of Urak Lawai food culture            
Local food ingredients found around the island            
Seafood processing/preserving            
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Impact on No 

Impact 

Level positive 

Impacts 

Level  negative 

Impacts 

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 

7. Language            
Speaking Urak Lawoi language in your family            
Speaking Thai language in your family            
Reading/writing Thai language in your family            
Speaking English language in your family            
Reading/writing English language in your family            
Social value of using Urak Lawoi language for community 

communication 
           

Social value of using Thai language for community 

communication 
           

Social value of using English language for community 

communication 
           

            
8. Sanitation and Health            
Garbage and waste management on the island            
Public and underground water supply            
Sanitary condition of Urak Lawai            
Medication            
            
9. Education            
Education of Urak Lawai offspring’s on the island            
High level education of Urak Lawai offspring’s            
Mainland education of Urak Lawai offspring’s            
Trade-off between education and working in family fishery            
            
10. Cultures, Traditions and Beliefs            
Multi culture education            
Spread of Urak Lawai cultures            
Uniqueness of Urak Lawai            
Expression of Urak Lawai’s uniqueness            
Traditional cultures and ceremonies such as ceremonial 

boat functions 
           

Social values, traditional beliefs and lifestyles            
Obedience and respect to elders            
Social classes and inferiority of the Urak Lawoi            
Morals and honesty            
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7. ways to reduce the social impact from tourism activity 

7.1 What is the ways how to reduce the impact of land use/house condition from tourism activity 

 1………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 2………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 3………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7.2 What is the ways how to reduce the impact of household livelihood from tourism activity 

 1………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 2………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 3………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7.3 What is the ways how to reduce the impact of Urak Lawoi relationship from tourism activity

 1………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 2………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 3………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7.4 What is the ways how to reduce the impact of culture traditions and belief from tourism activity 

 1………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 2………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 3………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7.5 What is the other ways how to reduce the impact  from tourism activity 

 1………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 2………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 3………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 


